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The GHews 
Bowling 'Green Stole University | 
Issue of mjcrofilm-penodical trade still unresolved 
by Gary Benz 
and Paul O'Donnell 
Uncertainties remain regarding 
when a resolution is expected in the 
possible trade of 90 of the University 
Library's bound periodicals for their 
microfilm equivalent. 
For the last six weeks, the 
University's legal counsel has been 
engaged in discussion with Educo 
Services International. Valhalla, N.Y., 
the firm that would receive the 
periodicals, in an effort to resolve the 
Sept. 4 deal made by Library Dean 
Dwight Burlingame. 
Provost Michael R. Ferrari said 
yesterday that no time frame can be 
fri- 
dary 12-7-79 
placed on when a resolution is ex- 
pected. 
"These things sometimes do, and in 
this case, are taking more time," he 
said. 
FERRARI SAID he had heard that 
the president of Educo had made a 
statement that there may be a 
resolution either this week or next, but 
he said no indication of such a 
resolution has been given directly to the 
University. 
"Our own counsel has not given me 
that type of a reading," he said. 
However, Burlingame said he has 
not pursued the possible trade any 
further because it has been cancelled. 
"I'm not saying that the deal is 
closed," he said. "There will sup- 
posedly be a resolution in the next 
week." 
Charles Cecera, president of Educo, 
said yesterday that he does not want to 
comment on the status of the possible 
trade. 
"I'VE GOT a lot of books tied up right 
now," he said. 
"I don't want to say anything about 
the problem, and I don't want to 
jeopardize my position" Cecera said. 
Rumors have circulated that the 
discussions between the University's 
legalcounseland Educo have aimed at 
resolving   the   deal   without   any 
periodicals leaving the University. 
Ferrari said "that's been a given," 
from the outset of the discussion. 
He said the University has taken a 
"strong position" against the possible 
trade of the periodicals in itsdiscussions 
with Educo. 
THIS "STRONG position" was not 
taken in response to the faculty concern 
that arose over the possible trade, 
Ferrari said, but instead because the 
University felt the trade of the 
periodicals would not be in its best 
interests. 
Burlingame said all the periodicals 
involved in the possible trade have been 
put back on the Library's shelves. 
Another concern that has surfaced is 
the open-market price of the books; 
some feel they are worth more than the 
straight periodical-for-microfilm deal 
worked out by Burlingame. 
Ferrari said the University's 
research into the open-market value of 
the periodicals has not indicated that 
this is the case. 
"THOSE WHO have suggested that 
the open-market value is higher may be 
overstating their cases," he said, ad- 
ding that the University has not found if 
an actual market for these periodicals 
exists. 
Cecera also refused to comment on 
whether the periodicals do have a 
larger open-market value. 
A representative of Abraham's 
Magazine Service, New York, N.Y., a 
firm that purchases periodicals, said 
her company buys periodicals for U a 
volume and resells them for $10 a 
volume. 
Burlingame said he does not know 
how many volumes are involved in the 
possible trade. 
The Abraham's representative, who 
requested to remain anonymous, said 
the value of the Library's periodicals 
depends on their titles. 
She said straight periodical-for- 
microfilm trades are common in the 
book business, however. 
News signs off 
for the 70s 
As the tumultous decade of the 
70s winds to a close and another 
fall quarter goes down to a slow 
death by way of finals week, The 
News bids farewell to the 
University until 1980. 
The News will resume 
publication Jan. 9. 
Until then, the staff wishes 
students good luck on their 
exams; faculty, administration 
and staff a pleasant respite from 
the students, and a happy holiday 
season to all. 
Revue highlights 
closing decade 
The News' weekly en- 
tertainment magazine. The 
Revue, appears in today's paper 
in a special, expanded edition. 
The edition takes a look at the 
70s - highlighting and analyzing 
the decade. 
elsewhere 
. DALLAS-For thousands of 
Japanese-Americans, the bombs 
that turned Pearl Harbor into a 
funeral pyre 38 years ago today 
signaled an ugly change in 
American mood. Some see that 
mood rising again in the anti- 
Iranian demonstrations sweeping 
the United States. Page 7. 
inside 
FEATURES - December grads 
agree, - it's great to be 
graduating. Page 3. 
weather 
Windy and colder. High 40F 
i4C)low 15F (-9C), 70percent 
chance of precipitation. 
Library obtains new braille dictionary 
by Karen Sandstrom 
A dictionary may not seem like much of a gift, but to 
four University blind students it is a welcome present. 
The University Library has received from the Student 
Government Association a 72-volume braille version of 
the Webster's New World Dictionary. The dictionary, 
which will replace the old elementary level braille dic- 
tionary, was purchased by SGA for 1538. 
Martha Loescher, a junior pre-social work major and 
one of the four blind students on campus, was present 
when the dictionary was presented to the Library Wed- 
nesday. 
She said she expects to use the dictionary often, adding, 
"I'm not very good at spelling." Loescher said that 
although the old dictionary usually was adequate, in 
college level courses she sometimes needed more 
complex division of words and word explanations. 
"I'D LIKE to just go in and read it!" she said. "I think if 
I could only have two books, I'd have my Bible and the 
Webster's." 
The new braille dictionary is broken up into 
volumes alphabetically. Braille is a form of writing 
that uses small raised dots patterned in sets of six. The 
blind person reads these by passing his fingers over the 
dots, which represent letters. The new dictionary takes up 
more volumes than regular dictionaries because braille 
writing takes up more space than print. 
The old braille dictionary, which has less than half the 
number of volumes of the new dictionary will be donated 
to the Wood County Public Ubrary. 
The new dictionary already has taken its place on the 
first floor of the library, and a study area has been set up 
for the convenience of students using the dictionary. 
Although he does not foresee any more braille books 
being purchases by the Library, Tim Jewell, head of 
reference department, says he would be willing to spend 
reference department money to buy more braille books if 
they are needed. 
^^pmw »mm 
staff photos by Tim Westhoven 
Using the new braille version of Webster's New World Dictionary 
in the library Is junior pre-soclal work major Martha Loescher. The 
dictionary is 72 volumes long and was donated by the Student 
Government Association at a cost of $538. 
SGA, English program await survey results 
Editor's note: This is the second of a 
two-part series on the University's 
examination of English 111 and 112. 
by P«m Dalglelsh 
copy editor 
The Student Government Association 
and the English department are 
awaiting the results of a survey made 
last spring to determine what students 
and faculty members think about the 
University's general studies writing 
program. 
The survey measured reaction to the 
"rubric system" (the guide used by 
English instructors to evaluate written 
work), the quality of Instruction In the 
writing courses, placement into the 
writing program, and the proficiency 
exams, according to Ray Braun, 
academic affairs coordinator of SGA. 
Participating in the survey were 500 
students then enrolled in English 110, 
111 and 112, about 500 students outside 
those courses and about 100 faculty 
members, Braun said 
A "computer crunch" has delayed 
the processing of the surveys, but 
Braun expects the information to be 
processed by early winter quarter. 
'Day that lives in infamy' 
THE SURVEY was the result of 
another survey made by SGA a year 
ago asking students to specify their 
major academic problems. The 
majority of students identified English 
111 and 112 as problem areas, Braun 
said. 
SGA financed the recent survey and 
worked with the English department in 
preparing it. Braun said SGA will share 
the results of the survey with that 
department, as well as with the rest of 
the University. 
SGA also has sent about 1,200 letters 
to institutions throughout the country 
but primarily in the Midwest) asking 
for information on their beginning 
composition courses. 
SGA expects to start receiving 
responses to those letters over the 
Chris tmas break. 
THAT INFORMATION, also, will be 
shared with the English department - 
particularly with a task force set up last 
spring by Dr. Lester E. Barber, 
chairman of the English department. 
Barber, who was appointed to his 
position last spring, said the task force 
was formed in response to the concerns 
expressed by SGA about the writing 
program and to find out how the 
program stands with the University 
community. 
Dr. Frank Baldanza Jr., professor of 
English, chairs the committee. Other 
members are professors of English Dr. 
Ralph H. Wolfe and Philip F. O'Connor, 
associate professors of English Dr. 
Donna G. Fricke, Robert B. Early and 
Dr. Alice Heim, and Skip Fox, a 
teaching fellow in English. 
In addition to helping SGA, the 
committee recently completed its own 
survey on the writing program, seeking 
input from faculty members and 
graduates who teach the composition 
courses. 
continued on page 4 
City resident recalls bombing of Pearl Harbor 38 years ago today 
by Julie Stephens 
staff reporter 
The silence of the sleeping barracks 
>as broken by the roar of the Japanese 
ir fleet as the first wave of bombs tore 
irough the Naval air station at Pearl 
larbor. 
Thirty-eight years ago today the 
apanese devastated the American 
irces at Ford Island with a surprise 
ttack at 7; 55 Sunday morning. 
Bowling Green resident Charles R. 
nith, 59, was a 21-year-old yeoman 
nker at the Naval base when the 
tack occurred, and he recalls the 
'cnts at  that time and the period 
llowinu the initial flurry. 
" Whin we heard those planes flying 
ound. we looked out the window and 
saw puffs of smoke...out there," Smith 
said. We thought that'the Navy pilots 
were practicing flour bombing with 
these five-pound sacks of flour at these 
targets that were painted on the field. 
So we went back to bed. 
"WHEN THE 5frcaUber slugs started 
coming through the walls, we started to 
move." 
The commanding officer ordered 
everyone to the mess hall in the center 
of the building, where they got under 
heavy tables. 
"While we were there," he said "'.ve 
could see some of these guys start 
coming in that had been on some of the 
ships that had been hit." 
He said it was the worst thing he saw 
during the attack at Pearl Harbor. 
"WHEN THEY came in there to try 
to get help," he recalled, "oh, their skin 
was burned off.... Some died right 
there." 
The Japanese attack was structured 
from a 1932 attacking maneuver of the 
U.S. Navy he said. 
That is, instead of taking the whole 
fleet, an outfit could take only part of 
the fleet, sneak around to the northeast 
side of the island, wait there overnight, 
and, hoping for bad weather so as not to 
be seen, attack in the morning. 
Sunday morning was picked as the 
ideal time, because no one would be 
expecting the attack and there would be 
very few people there. 
SMITH SAID that during the attack, 
those in the mess hall could see the 
U.S.S. California burning and the entire 
oil-covered channel ablaze. 
Then, all of a sudden, there was a 
great boom. 
"Everyone thought the barrack had 
been hit," Smith said. 
He said he learned later that the 
"boom" was about a hundred-pound 
bomb that had fallen on the Naval Air 
Station Dispensary across the street. 
The bomb fell about 8:15 a.m. Smith 
and some other men volunteered to 
man a machine gun across the street at 
the Administration Building. They 
waited for a lull in the action before 
crossing the street. 
"WHILE RUNNING across the 
street," he said, "I heard a series of 
sharp ticks, very close and rapid. 
He looked back when he reached the 
building and saw a series of one-inch 
deep pits about four inches across. 
They were in a straight line about eight 
to ten feet apart, right in the path he 
had run. 
"It took a few seconds to dawn on 
me," he said, "but finally realized that 
I had been the subject of a strafing 
run." 
While up on the roof, he said, he could 
see the U.S.S. Oklahoma capsized and 
the U.S.S. Arizona "burning fiercely," 
as were dozens of other ships in the 
channel. 
SOME OF the men in the water who 
were not picked up by the rescue 
squads, tried to swim ashore through 
the flames, he said, but the fumes of the 
burning oil took their lives. 
"The stronger men who made the 
shore were badly burned and covered 
with sticky black oil." he recalled. 
"Without regard to their conditions, a 
majority of these men joined rescue 
parties and gun crews, willing to fight 
to the last. 
"After the attack was over," he said, 
"a deathly calm seemed to cover the 
place. We were all in a daze, I guess." 
Smith said he never was wounded in 
the battle at Pearl Harbor and never 
served on a ship. 
"A couple weeks later," he said, 
smiling, "I banged by knee on a corner 
of a bomb cart, and I never even got a 
purple heart out of it." 
opinion 
New class schedule 
creates controversy 
Anybody who enjoys a good argument should get Involved in the con- 
troversy over the University's switching to more Friday classes. 
Next quarter th«re will be an increase made in the percentage of 
classes held on Fridays. The jump (from 9.6 to 11 percent) is the result of 
concern from the University administrators that facilities were not being 
used efficiently and that the entire academic program was suffering with 
few Friday classes. 
With the schedule shift, the light day would be Wednesday instead of 
Friday. 
Many students will undoubtedly dislike the increase in Friday classes. 
Many prefer stacking up their class load in the first four days of the week 
and having a free day to themselves. This day could be used for studying 
or for personal activities. 
Persons against the change argue that this will not result in a more 
efficient use of facilities. 
They argue that if a classroom is being used one hour a day for four 
days, it doesn't matter which day is open. Therefore, why should the open 
day be switched from Friday to Wednesday.. 
Students argue that it should be their prerogative to choose whether or 
nottheywantto spend their weekends in or out of to wn. 
Some students do not like the current system of few Friday classes. For 
student working during the earlier parts of the week, Friday is the ideal 
day to go to class and catch up on schoolwork. But that schedule is dif- 
ficult to develop when there are few classes offered on Fridays. 
Ideally, there should not be a scheduled "light" day in the week. If the 
classes were divided perfectly among the five week days, each student 
would be able to pick his own light day, depending on his preference. 
But that solution is complicated, according to University Registrar 
Cary Brewer. The problem stems from having four hours of class to 
divide into five days. Inevitably, there is going to be a gap somewhere. 
To shuffle the class hours to cover all five days evenly leads to in- 
consistency for students, faculty and the administration, Brewer ex- 
plains. 
If the classes were arranged for five hours each week, much of the 
scheduling problem would be solved. However, getting professors to gear 
their courses from meeting four to meeting five hours a week would be a 
major project that everybody would just as soon avoid. 
Although the task looks arduous, perhaps the administration should 
consider that project as an answer to the great Friday question. 
For X-mas I want a... 
tt 
As editor ofThe BG News. I am asking 
Santa for: 
- A yearly dose of patience to get me 
through 1980. My 1979 allotment has 
just about run out. 
- An inheritance of several thousand 
dollars to pay my staff for the time they 
put in their jobs. 
- One set excuse for all the im- 
perfections in the paper. 
- A shop manager who gives us more 
than 10 minutes to get all corrections 
up. 
- A contract with our printer that is 
not moth-eaten with loopholes. 
- A managing editor who weighs 
more than 85 pounds. 
- Somebody on the staff who is even 
less punctual than me (if that's 
possible). 
- The cheerfulness and "God love 
ya" attitude that my business manager 
has. 
- Enough time in the day for one 
square meal. 
- A winter quarter that has only good 
news to report. 
- Enough credits earned during my 
last two quarters to allow me to 
graduate on time. 
- The answers to some of the 
questions that my staff hits me with. 
- Professors who don't hate me for 
missing their class every other day. 
- More typewriters for my staffers so 
that I might get to use the one in my 
office once in a while. 
- A way to avoid going through our 
annual battle with ACGFA. 
- A staff that sticks around for an 
entire quarter. 
- A new pair of moccasins and 
overalls to wear around the office. 
- Something exciting to happen on 
campus at least once a week that will 
give us some hard news for our front 
page. 
- Fewer news sources who are 
willing to tell us important things only 
OFF THE RECORD. 
focus 
Pat Hyland 
- A photographer who does not tear 
doors off of the offices. 
- A business administrator with no 
children to brag about. 
- Patience for my staff for putting up 
with my nonsense. 
- A plaque that reads "Yes, we must 
parade our illiteracy" as a final answer 
to the constant question of our advisor. 
- An editorial that can somehow 
escape the wrath of Paula's red pen. 
- A pair of stilts and a hair piece for 
my assistant sports editor. 
- Photo sizes before 7 p.m. 
- Just once to win a caption contest. 
- A guarantee that we will get out of 
shop no later than midnight winter 
quarter. 
- The use of several of Santa's elves 
to whisk away all the junk mail I get 
everyday. 
- A competent shop manager to 
replace the "sweetheart" that is 
leaving after this quarter. 
- An increase in pay and a decrease 
in working hours just because I'm 
getting selfish. 
- An ocean full of thank-yous for Dick 
Powers and Arol Canfield who saved 
our tails during this quarter's trying 
times. 
- A violin to play for persons who 
have all the heartbreaking reasons why 
they didn't get the job done. 
- Editors meetings that do not meet 
on Sundays. 
- A promise that the BG News will 
never have to go through another 
quarter like this one again. 
- Another fantastically talented staff- 
- just like the one I've got this quarter. 
Pat Hyland Is editor of The News. 
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Christmas: a simple, homey, special time 
I have a confession: I am a hopeless 
cynic when it comes to this time of the 
year called Christmas. 
No, I am not some barbarian who has 
lost sight of what this time of year 
means. If anything, I'm upset about 
Christmas because other people have 
lost sight of the importance of the time. 
My attitude to Christmas is really 
quite simple: I view it as a time of year 
which has lost its meaning during the 
last several years. 
I ADMIT, I get tingles when I hear 
Nat King Cole singing about chestnuts 
roasting on an open fire and Jack Frost 
nipping at my nose. Those are what I 
envision Christmas should be like- 
simple, homey and something to spend 
with special people. 
But what do I get? I get barraged 
with commercials by department 
stores whose only  worry seemingly is 
focus 
Keith Jameson 
whether or not the Christmas buying 
season will help the store break even 
for the year. With a warm, humane 
attitude like that screaming at you 
from a 19-inch screen, who wouldn't be 
cynical? 
I remember a time when 
Thanksgiving began the traditional 
Christmas shopping and advertising 
season. Now, commercials for "Suzy 
Bake-It" kits and "Johnny Jocko 
Placekicker" games begin howling 
earlier and earlier every November. 
Stores and city municipalities string up 
lights and Santa Clauses in mid- 
November. Hell, not even all the birds 
have gone south at that time! 
Where once we had 30 shopping days 
until Christmas, I suspect in the future 
we'll be subjected to little notices on the 
front page of newspapers proclaiming, 
"Only 247 shopping days left." 
SPIRIT like this certainly warms my 
soul right down to my wallet. 
I hear of times when presents were 
not important. Anyone whose parents 
grew up during the Great Depression 
have heard about how they were glad 
juat to keep warm and be with their 
family at Christmas. 
Perhaps the sociologists are right, 
maybe the 1970s are the "me 
generation." All that I see in the stores 
are little suckers wanting everything 
they can lay their candy cane-covered 
hands on. 
I'm guilty of it, too. I can't help but 
look forward to the gifts. Maybe that's 
what is ticking me off-thai I, a dyed-in- 
the-wool cynic, can get wrapped up in 
the commercial and "give me, give me, 
give me" attitudes of Christmas. I feel 
like I've betrayed myself. 
I GUESS what it boils down to is that I 
feel that the saying "Peace on Earth, 
Goodwill Toward Man" should not be 
just something we string up in lights. It 
should be something we feel in our 
hearts. 
I like Christmas the way I celebrate 
it; I give gifts and send cards to those 
people I care for or like. I don't do it just 
to put on a show. I try to appreciate 
what Christmas stands for. 
1 have to go now. I have to secure my 
apartment so no one breaks in during 
the break and steals any cards and 
presents I may get. 
What a warm time of the year this is. 
Keith Jameson Is a staff reporter for 
The News. 
'Brave animals'maliciously pound on Vega 
I would like to congratulate the brave 
animals who maliciously pounced on 
my poor Vega. 
It's bad enough owning a Vega that 
uses 2-3 quarts of oil every tank full of 
gas, rust s out like a malignant cancer 
growth, starts when it pleases, parts 
that are designed to last 365 days 
without service, timing belts that don't 
stay timed and radiators that are made 
out of balsa wood. 
Well the reason why my car stayed at 
the University for Thanksgiving was of 
course she wouldn't start due to a 
malfunctioning radiator, timing belt 
and a starting system that wouldn't 
cooperate with my plans. 
Last Friday I paid a visit to my Vega 
to find my rear hatch back window 
totally broken out and my driver side 
window totally smashed out. I asked 
myself, why would you want to smash a 
Vega that already is beat to hell and 
worth |99, has major dents everywhere, 
doesn't run and lastly no S-track player 
in it 
You can thank your fellow animals 
for the reason my Vega is minus an 8- 
track player and speaker system. Last 
spring quarter other "friends" broke 
into my Vega and broke a window and 
stole my S-track player. Total cost was 
DOONESBURY 
around 1190 not including the window 
repair cost of 140. So this year, thinking 
my Vega would be safe and our campus 
security up to par, I parked my car 
back into lot 12. Once again the animals 
returned and my Vega suffered a 
beating to be sentenced to the bone- 
yard. 
My Christmas wish to the animals 
that sentenced my Vega to the bone- 
yard is for you to lose your job and be 
forced to drive a Vega. Later on a given 
Sunday while you watch a Browns- 
Steeler game, a mob from East 55th St. 
plays with your Vega by ripping the 
distributor wires out, breaking every 
window, puncturing the radiator and 
placing a live skunk infested with Ex- 
Lax in the interior of the car. Then 
you'll know how I feel. Thanks to you I 
now have to scramble for a ride home 
for Christmas break and minus my 
Vega. 
William Burke 
193 Alpha Epsllon PI 
by Garry Trudeau 
respond. 
If you would like to com- 
ment on something in The 
News or anything of student 
interest, write to The News. 
Tlie letter or guest column 
should be typewritten, triple- 
spaced and signed. Include 
your address and telephone 
number for verification. 
The News reserves the 
right to reject letters or 
portions of letters that are in 
bad taste, malicious or 
libelous. 
Address your comments to: 
Editorial Editor, The BG 
News, 106 University Hall. 
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Questions University's interpretation 
UAO to sponsor Exam Crams 
An Exam Cram will be held from 11 p.m. to 7a.m. Sunday, Monday and Tuesday 
in the Cardinal Room, Union. Sponsored by Union Activities Organization, coffee 
and donuts will be available. 
Mailboxes to be emptied 
The on-campus mailboxes for off-campus students will be emptied during 
Christmas vacation. Students with on-campus mailboxes are requested to check 
them by Wednesday, the last day the mailboxes will be open this quarter. 
Rec center to limit hours 
The Student Recreation Center will limit its hours during Christmas break, 
beginning Friday, Dec. 14 and continuing through Jan. 6. The center will be open 
daily from noon to 9 p.m.; Christmas Eve and New Year's Eve from noon to 6 p.m 
and closed Christmas and New Year's Day. Regular hours will resume Jan. 7. Fall 
validation cards will be valid in the center until Jan. 6. 
Carols, candles service 
A "Carols and Candles" service will be held at 7:30 p.m. Sunday at the First 
United Methodist Church, 1506 E. Wooster St. The theme of the service will be 
"Light a Candle and Say a Prayer for Peace." Included in the service will be 
Christmas carols and the opportunity for everyone to light a candle. 
Scuba, ice diving classes 
Signups begin now for introduction to scuba, basic scuba certification and ice 
diving classes to be offered winter quarter at the Student Recreation Center. For 
information, call the center at 372-2711. 
Student composer's symposium 
A student composer's symposium with Karel HUM, guest conductor, and Elliott 
Galkin, director of the Peabody Conservatory and the music critic for the 
Baltimore Sun, will be held Saturday at 2 p.m. 
Students will perform their original compositions, and then they will be 
discussed by Husa and Galkin. 
Chicken, biscuit dinner 
A chicken and biscuit dinner will be held from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Sunday at the 
IWood County Senior Citizens Center at the county fairgrounds. Tickets are *3 for 
adults and $1.50 for children and are available at the center or at the door. The 
dinner is sponsored by the Wood County Senior Citizens Club. For information, call 
353-5661. 
GSS student legal service 
by Paul O'Donnell 
staff reporter 
After first endorsing Ohio House Bill 
833 by a vote of 16-7, the Graduate 
Student Senate yesterday decided to 
reconsider its endorsement and then 
unanimously voted to table until its 
next meeting a motion to endorse the 
bill that would provide student legal 
services. 
The GSS tables its endorsement after 
questions regarding the University's 
intepretation of the bill were raised by 
members. 
The questions raised involved the 
voluntary clause stated in the mil and 
whether this service would act in an 
advisory or representative capacity. 
Thomas C. Washbush, the Student 
Government Association's represen- 
tative to the Board of Trustees, ex- 
plained that in the bill's present form 
the legal service would act only in an 
advisory capacity and would be 
voluntary on an individual basis. 
HE SAID students would have to 
request the voluntary services at the 
beginning of the academic year, ad- 
ding that those students who do not 
request availability to the service will 
not have access to it during that year. 
University Vice President Richard A. 
Edwards said the bill is now under 
consideration by the House's Education 
Committee and is subject to further 
modificaitions. 
It would be "faulty" for the 
University to interpret a bill that is 
subject to approval, Edwards said. 
The House currently is not in session 
and will not convene again until early 
January, when hearings on the bill are 
expected. 
THE BOARD of trustees at each 
university would decide on its in- 
terpretation of the bill, under its 
present form. 
The bill also stipulates that legal 
services will be provided to students in 
exchange for a fee. 
GSS President Gerald E. Drygier 
said a "ballpark figure has been given 
at $1 or 12" for the student fee. 
"I think the motion to reconsider is a 
request' for information," one GSS 
senator said. 
IN OTHER business, Krygier 
reported that average figures have 
been obtained for a 37-day period in 
October and November on graduate 
student usage of the Student Recreation 
Center. 
He Mid the figures show that 1,846 
students use the rec center daily, of 
which only 37 are graduate students. 
These graduate students represent 2 
percent of the daily rec center users 
and 1 percent of the total graduate 
student population, he added. 
Krygier said these figures solidify the 
concern that graduate students do not 
have time to use the facility. 
HE THEN carried the figures further 
by converting them into dollars. 
The 1.044 full-time graduate students 
enrolled at the University generate 
{31,320 for the rec center in the $30 
quarterly fees that they pay for usage 
privileges, he Mid. 
The 2,280 part-time graduate students 
enrolled generate $27,360 for the 
facility, Krygier noted, adding that 
these students are assumed to be taking 
only one four-hour course. 
The total revenue generated by 
graduate students for the rec center is 
$58,680. he Mid. 
Krygier Mid graduate student input 
was requested when the facility was 
being planned, but that apparently 
graduates' claim that they would not be 
heavy users of the rec center was not 
listened to. 
Krygier also urged graduate students 
to respond to the surveys on workload 
perception that were sent out before 
Thanksgiving break. Two hundred of 
the 500 graduate student's on 
assistantships have responded, he 
added. 
December graduates reflect on past, future 
TM» BPACt COHim BUTCO BY TH| PUBLISH*** 
Follow through... 
with your help 
prevent 
Birth 
Defects^ 
SUPPORT ^r 
MARCH OF DIMES 
by Tommy Newsome 
special correspondent 
December might seem like an 
unusual time to graduate, but 372 un- 
dergraduates and 180 graduates will be 
doing just that on Saturday, Dec. 15. 
Candidates for graduation in- 
terviewed by the News had different 
opinions on their years here and dif- 
ferent plans for the future, but all 
agreed one thing-it is a great feeling to 
graduate. 
I jsa K. Allamang, an international 
business major. Mid she "can't wait" 
to graduate, even though she has no job 
lined up after Dec. 15. 
I'm not worried about finding a job. 
I'll take a couple of weeks off before I 
start job-hunting, because I need a 
vacation," AUemang said. 
Allemang, who attended the 
University of Northern Colorado for 
two years before transferring here, 
called the University "a real good 
school. But the town is shaky. There's 
not much to do here. There are a lot of 
towns I'd rather live in." 
Allemang added that while she will 
•SKtSttSS- bob**5 
With the holiday just around 
the comer, juniors are looking 
to Bobbie Brooks coordinates 
to coordinate their holiday 
wardrobes. The collection 
includes blazers, pants, 
skirts, blouses and sweaters. 
Choose from light blue or 
coral. Polyester coordinates 
from Bobbie Brooks are super 
easy to care for and always 
stay crisp and fresh, im- 
portant to our fashion minded 
juniors 5-13. $-\Q . $4Q 
rOOV'C 
LASALLE*S 
not miss the "all-nighters" spent 
studying, she will miss college life. 
"It's really an easy life," Allemang 
said. 
Delores (Dodie) E. Baker, a speech 
and hearing major, said she is excited 
about graduation because "there were 
times when I thought that day would 
never come." 
After attending Sinclair Community 
College in Dayton for two years. Baker 
transferred here. She has not been 
impressed with the University. 
"There are a lot of problems in the 
education department, and they are 
getting worse every quarter. They 
refuse to admit there are problems. At 
Sinclair, the teachers really care and 
will do anything to help students," 
Baker explained. 
Baker added that she doesn't have a 
teaching job yet, but Mid she is op- 
timistic that she will find one. 
Although Baker said she will miss her 
University friends, she , considers 
graduation a steppingstone, 
"It's just like in high school, you make 
friends, leave school and gradually you 
lose contact with them and find out you 
don't have that much in common with 
them anymore. It's kind of a letdown, 
but it doesn't last. You meet new people 
and make new friends," Baker Mid. 
Jeffery L. Buchanan, a music 
education major, agreed that it feels 
good to be only days away from 
graduation. 
Buchanan added that he has a couple 
of job prospects, and is grateful for the 
help of the placement office. 
"They (the placement office) have 
really been fantastic in letting me know 
what is available. That's a big help," 
Buchanan said. 
For one graduating senior, the Dec: 
15 ceremonies will not mean the end of 
university life. 
Steven C. Corey, health education 
major, will be returning to the 
University in January to begin 
graduate school. Corey Mid graduation 
is just the beginning. 
"I'm not all that excited about it. It is 
just one milestone, but since I'll be 
returning here for my master's, I really 
won't feel like I've graduated yet," 
Corey Mid. 
Corey Mid he believed his four years 
here were well-spent, even though the 
University wasn't exactly what he had 
expected. 
"I didn't expect it to be so informal. I 
had also heard how difficult it was, but 
actually, if you work hard enough and 
put your mind to it, almost anyone can 
make it through four years here," 
Corey Mid. 
Victoria L. Nonnamaker, public 
relations major, Mid she is happy about 
her upcoming graduation because she 
is finally getting responses on her job 
applications. 
Nonnamaker added that she is 
pleased with her University career 
because, "I think I've learned enough 
to get a Mtisfactory Job." 
Nonnamaker noted that she learned 
early in her collegiate career that there 
is more to college than classes. 
"You just can't go to classes, you 
have to get experience in other places, 
get internships and do more than just 
what is required," Nonnamaker ex- 
plained. 
Nonnamaker added that she will not 
miss the University's red tape, but will 
miss living with people of her age and 
college life in general. 
"We really live a pretty easy-going 
life," Nonnamaker said. 
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across from founders 
SBX wants your books! 
'..'e pay 50% of the new retail price for the majority 
of textbooks being used winter qtr. and top wholesale 
prices on marketable texts no longer being used at B.G.S.U.* 
Avoid long lines and paperwork.  Bring your books to SBX.   f 
We buy books 365 days a year. But from now thru 
December 14th we offer the top prices possible. 
* 
J 
See you at SBX 
!$CASH ~ CASH$ 
# (Don't Wait Until the First Week of Classes Winter Quarter) 
I   "We Need Your Books Before | Christmas" # 
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OOUnfl Ot mUSIC   Kobacker Hall dedication series to open with Handel's 'Messiah' 
Students pertorm a type ol Indonesian music called Gamelan In 
Kobacker Hall, Musical Arts Center. The music, which originated 
on the island ol Bali. Is the combination of a variety of In- 
staff photo by Tim Carrlg 
struments 
Work continues on Kobacker Hallas the School of Musical Arts 
prepares dedication performance for Sunday. 
The sounding of hammers and drills will be replaced by a blend of voices and 
instruments Sunday with the opening of the Kobacker Performance Hall 
Dedication Series. 
The series is opening with a performance of Handel's "Messiah" in the 850-seat 
hall. A special student performance is scheduled for 2 p.m. along with another 
performance at 4 p.m. 
The hall has been named in recognition of the Lenore and Marvin Kobacker 
family for their contribution to the Musical Arts Center and their support of the 
Arts in Northwest Ohio, Carolyn E. Warner, coordinator for the dedication series, 
said. 
The Kobackers will not be present at Sunday's concert because they are in 
Florida, Warner said. 
THE CONCERT hall is not finished yet, and Silas Morse, technical director, is 
"not completely optimistic" that the hall will be finished by Sunday. 
"We are rushing as hard as we can, and we are hoping that it will be done," 
Warner said, and even if the hall is not finished by Sunday, the performance will be 
in Kobacker Hall. 
The shell that covers the cement walls and ceiling is not up yet, and it "looks like 
it won't be done," Ivan Trusler, director of University Choral Activities, said. 
If the shell is not up, a portable shell could be used instead, Morse said. 
THE MAJOR part of the construction is complete, Warner said. The hall was 
designed to promote a feeling of intimacy between the audience and the persons on 
stage, he added. 
The stage is in a thrust design that enables the musicians to get "immediate 
feedback" from the audience. The audience also will have a feeling of being 
closer to the stage because of the seating arrangement, which is on three levels. 
One level is on the main floor, and the other two are suspended balconies with the 
top one closer to the stage than the bottom one. This is to compensate for the 
height. Warner said. 
The hall is panelled in redwood, which is good for acoustics, she added. 
THE PERFORMANCE will feature the Collegiate Chorale's and the University 
Chamber Orchestra's rendition of Handel's' Messiah" directed by Ivan Trusler. 
The one-and-a-half-hour performance also will feature an original composition 
by Karel Husa called "Festive Ode." 
The Collegiate Chorale and the Symphony Orchestra also will perform "The 
^tar-Spangled Banner" under the direction of Trusler. 
English courses. From page 1 
BALDANZA SAID those questions 
that received the strongest unified 
responses include: 
- Should there be a means of insuring 
consistency in the content and quality 
of freshmen writing? Of 66 responses, 
59 agreed, five disagreed and two were 
neutral. 
- Is the proficiency exam as good a 
means as any for insuring consistency 
and quality? Of 63 responses, 41 agreed, 
16 agreed and six were neutral. 
- Is there too much subjectivity in the 
grading of the proficiency exams? Of 63 
responses, 42 disagreed, 15 agreed and 
six were neutral. 
- DO MANY teachers teach mainly 
for the proficiencies? Of 58 responses, 
33 agreed, eight disagreed and 17 were 
neutral. 
Other questions, for which the 
responses were more mixed, included 
whether   the   proficiency   is   time- 
consuming but necessary (37 agreed, 16 
disagreed, 13 were neutral), whether 
students rarely have to re-take the 
prof iciency (33 agreed, 15 disagreed, 15 
were neutral) and whether large 
numbers of weak writers pass the 
English 111 proficiency 127 agreed, 10 
disagreed and 22 were neutral). 
Baldanza said the committee still is 
going over the information. He added 
that "to me, it shows the English 
department is interested in getting all 
students to write well." 
Much of the concern with the current 
writing program centers on the 
proficiency exams, as recognized by 
the survey. 
"THE SYSTEM is set up to get some 
quality control," Baldanza said about 
why proficiency exams are given. He 
explained that because each teacher 
may emphasize something different, 
the exams were incorporated into the 
writing program as a means of ob- 
jectively evaluating the writing skills of 
each student. 
He added that the proficiencies are 
"part of a national trend toward getting 
back to the nitty-gritty and re- 
emphasizing the importance of writing 
skills." 
Barber said that with the number of 
courses offered in composition, "there 
must be a system to guarantee 
uniformity." The proficiencies are a 
major part of that system, he noted. 
"The level of hysteria (of students 
toward the composition courses) is 
completely out of proportion to the 
classes and the proficiencies," he 
added. "The situation now has reached 
the point where anxieties about the 
writing program have been passed on 
to the freshmen. It's perpetuating it- 
self." 
general studies writing program, said 
the proficiencies were incorporated 
into the program in 1973 to upgrade the 
University's writing standards and to 
test students on their skills without 
interfering with an individual in- 
structor's teaching methods. 
She noted that English 110 and 111 
students take the course Pass / No 
Record (meaning if they don't pass the 
course, that fact doesn't go on their 
record), while English 112 students 
takeitA.B.C   No Record. 
She also noted that if a student fails 
his first proficiency exam, he has the 
option of retaking it. He can appeal (to 
Hart) if he thinks his essay should have 
passed. 
Hart noted that good writers often fail 
their first exam, adding that research 
shows that good writers often do poorly 
on controlled writing exams. 
KATHY  HART, coordinator of the SHE  SAID  students  may  fail the 
students, unsure whether they want to 
go to college, let their writing skills 
deteriorate. 
"We have to build them back up," she 
added. 
Hart said she thinks the University 
should maintain its high standards for 
writing. 
"Writing is so different from other 
courses in which the content is to be 
learned," she said. "This is more 
comparable to math or chemistry 
where if a person can't master certain 
things, he can't do the more advanced 
things." 
Barber said the English department 
hopes to reduce student concerns about 
the proficiency system. He added that 
the department will continue to em- 
phasize quality writing, and noted that 
he has asked Faculty Senate to en- 
courage instructors in other colleges 
and departments to make more writing 
assignments in their courses. 
exams because they choose too difficult 
a topic to cover in the three hours they 
are given or choose too difficult an 
approach to their essays. She said they 
also may be over-confident. 
She said the students usually do much 
better when they re-take the exam. 
"They're under much more pressure, 
but they're really working," she said. 
Another reason why students do 
poorly on the proficiencies is because 
they don't believe it is possible for them 
to fail. Hart said. 
"That's something that never hap- 
pened (to them) in high school - failing 
a course." 
HART SAID, however, she doesn't 
like to blame the high schools. "It Isn't 
surprisingly to me that high school 
teachers shy away from writing," she . 
said, noting the time and effort that 
grading papers involves. 
She  said  that many  high  school 
THE ALL NEW LIVE 
ENTERTAINMENT NITE 
AT THE 
(f sv 
Dixie Electric Co. 
AN ENTERTAINMENT UTILITY 
EVERY MONDAY 
FEATURING: RIZE 
THE WATERDED GIVEAWAY 
DIXIE WOULD LIKE TO TAKE YOU TO BED!!! 
Simply register at :    The Waterbed Company 
Located at Central & Secor in Westgate Meadows, Toledo 
You must be at Dixie--Mon., December 10 to win!! 
25481 DIXIE HIGHWAY   PERRYSBURG, OHIO    4355I 
PHONE:  824-8649 
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►^^CELEBRATION      *Aff> 
We're celebrating the Grand Opening of our newest location, at 5122 Heather- 
downs Blvd. in Toledo, with a Grand Opening Sale in all four stores. You'll 
find Northwest Ohio's lowest prices on audio components this Friday, Satur- 
day and Sunday. Hurry and stop by soon as some sale items are limited 
quantities. 
WIN FREE STEREO COMPONENTS 
OOO^lB. Sur.ToR.gl.frFor SUPER SPECIAL 
™    These Fabulous Components! 
-,„„     *'w*.iooo                  VJ« novelet» 
«••"•        uiMkM $21000        wcttm  
J"""*         ■"*•"». Q* Himun lurdon MO C««™.      wNlwn S1M.O0        „^„  
»mm     CAS ..Ih* S»-«*««JJJ 
pn mpMtt tin 00        ipttktn  
Gr»*>.Gl Sk*moo4 71SO 
""*%• "M.00        wefcw  
WIN A * 1459 SYSTEM! 
Register at any ol the four Sound 
Associate* locations to win a com 
plete stereo system displayed in all 
the stores One winner will be chosen 
from all the entries Use this con- 
venient entry blank No purchase 
necessary       —•■■■• 
Name 
Address 
City. JSL. 
Telephone 
EARLY 
BIRD 
SPECIALS! 
.to the first fifty (SO) 
customers in the 
Toledo stores on Fri- 
day, Saturday and 
Sunday, we are offer- 
ing unheard of sav- 
ings on these special 
items 
i-ree T-shirts lo the next 50 
Friday and Saturday 
25 ONLY OF EACH IN 
•OmiNC GUI IN • HNCX A < 
m»t o«» (w i imm*i«l 
audio-technica 
Matches with virtually any turn- 
table These won t last long at 
this price so hurry! 
YOURS SQ95 
FOR      -r 
ST40O 
DISCWASHER Record CIMMT 
Colled the finest record cleaner 
under MOOO.OO Thousand* told at 
M5.00 So hurry and catch them ot 
this special price1 
YOURS $050 
flrfnit rmrprrnnii, FOR 
A complete, high quality component 
system for a price you would expect 
to pay for a compact system! 
SAVE $312 
harman/kardon *N 
Re* 5399.00    $3 1 J)00 
A classic in its own time. The H-K 560 
boasts 40 watts per channel And low, 
low distortion.At this price, these won't 
<be around tor long. Be here early. . 
GRAND 
OPENING 
PRICE 
$249 
This system combines receiver, tape 
deck, and turntable all in one con- 
venient compact system. Perfect for 
the bedroom, den or dormitory Low 
profiled styling in simulated walnut 
grained finish. 
$19995 
JJ»5 Reg. $325.00 
One of the famous synergis- 1 
tic* towers at lh« lowest price —- 
ever? Super efficient 3-way 
design uses 10" passive radia- 
V. tor. 8" woofer and four tweeters. 
REG. '336.00 
Sale $37000 
The> floor standing model from 
Bote Uses direct-radiating 
woofer and two reflecting twe- 
eters for "concert hall" sound. 
GRAND 
OPENING 
PRICE Reg. $229.95 
159 
Now get Philips quality at 
an incredible Grand Open 
ing price. Rated 20 watts 
RMS per channel. Hurry, 
because they're sure to go 
Vast  
State-of-the-art component with Hat re 
sponse performance loaded with features 
And now at an unheard of price 
^&4~ 
Encore 7/\ 
Reg. $215.00 
129 95 
New! from ElectroVoice. The 
Encore speakers are highly 
efficient and very attractive. 
A superb value for the value 
conscious music lovers 
GRAND 
OPENING 
PRICE 
*49 95 
Reg. $89.9'= 
Electro-Voice's smal- 
lest bookshelf speaker. 
8" woofer gives out- 
standing bass for 
small cabinet size. . 
IKI$< 
ReR si in 00 mt%M& 
The Micro Seik>DD-24 direct-drive 
turntable. Tremendously low 
rumble, wow and flutter. Plus an 
Audio Technica ST 800 to boot / 
RPK siwxi 
Rugged JVC direct drive turntable 
Features quality and performanc e 
unheard of in this pn< e range 
Complete with Audio Tethnic a 
ST8H0tartndge  
Of*_-| STYLUS CLEANER 
( 
IhorouRhly < Iwn yciui stylus with the 
must (Mipi.jl.ir S( 1 l>v Disc u.tshcr An 
pxtra spfHuil Sound Assrx i.itPS (.r.ind 
Opening Pnt o 
GRAND 
OPENING 
PRICE *3 99 Rr-H S7.IX) 
esoo 
fi!) PIONEER 
AM/FM cassette in dash with 
S station pre-set tuning and 
auto reverse 
GRAND 
OPENING 
PRICE 
15 95 
sTarvntn Reg. $62.50 
One of the basic rugged cartridges from the 
manufacturers of the recording industry's 
calibration standard. 
SHKRWOOD 
(,ct one of Sherwood's best 
buy  ret eivers at tremendous 
prices 
Sherwood   74S0 
SOwollsRM !> 
per channel 
output 
Reg. Slr.().(X) 
$249 95 
Shciu in id/650 
AS wattiPvMS 
per channel 
output 
Ri-l! S|.'". (Ml 
%TA*100 347 
f (Wpioixieen   ^\ 
TS694 
6x9 co-ax 
$39 
Ren $96.00 
\k*T ft95 OPENING 
PRICE 
TS164 
6" Door Mount 
GRAND 
OPENING 
PRICE 
Ken S'>0()0 
DON'T MISS OUR HUNDREDS OF IN STORE SPECIALS! rGUARANTEED PRICE POLICY  
If you purchase a component from Sound Associates and 
find that same component selling for less (within 30 days) 
from an authorized full service dealer in Ohio, we'll gladly 
refund the difference (and that includes ourselves) 
■COMPLETE SERVICE DEPARTMENT  
248 S. Main St. - Bowling Green, Ohio 352-3595 
Open Saturday 10 a.m.-9p.m. — Sunday 12 Noon-5 p.m. 
We ore fully factory authorized to service every single line 
we sell. Our investment in thousands of dollars of the most 
recent and sophisticated test gear along with our qualified 
technicians, assures you of the finest service Toledo has to 
offer, both in and out of worrpnty 
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Cinema Ul psssal1™^13 
THE WHO 
ONE OF THE MOST POPULAR 
ROCK MUSIC GROUPS 
OF OUR TIME!! 
SEE   THEM   NOW*   .   .   . 
IN   THEIR   I SI  8IG   MOVIE I 
Fill SAT.   MIDNIGHT 
DOUKE  FEATUM 
K  OFFICE OWNS  11.45 PJ 
SHOW   TIME   13:01   AM 
SfljfNfe 
IS 
?*«' 
'00 **o., 
.** 
•'5 
"«* 
'•<-'kl 
THE WHO ARMIES OF 
THE NIGHT. 
,,-'>    - 
' fo 
tVk«fe*r 
•<ste »ii.,;l 
• '■!■ •■■!■>-I ,„„, 
Where the 3 R's stand for 
ROCK, RIOT and REBELLION! 
©i am •omo PICTMI IrV!)      r^Otg-.V 
Resume 
TYPESETTING 
FAST SAME DAY SERVICE 
CALL 352-3538 
F«1    SAT.   MIDNIGHT 
SKOAL ■ 
DX OFFICE  OKNS  II 45  P.V 
OWTIMI   12 01   AM. 
riut/tf 8fe«, 
STARTS  TONIGHT I 
■OX OFFICE  OKNS 7  P.M 
7:30 I  9:20  PM. 
SHOW  TIAtfS 
MICHAEL DOUGLAS 
SUSAN ANSPACH 
4th  FUNNY WEEK I 
fcOX  OFFICE  OPENS  7  fM 
SHOW  TIMES  7:30 
«  9:20  P.M. 
fllCH INTIBMtSIS PIIM-I 
THEGlflLS 
I1NTHE0/4IND 
XXX 
PET  (ft- • . stock W: 
• HIAmerica.: 
A temptingly tastefu 
comedy for adults 
who can count 
***************************** 
ICONGRA TULA TIONS 
»TO THE ALPHA PHI ♦OUTSTANDING 
* MEMBERS 
SENIOR- Ann Glary 
JUNIOR - Jean Wolf 
SOPHOMORE - Sue Martinson 
FRESHMAN -     Sara Wagner 
Love  your Ad) sisters 
ABORTION 
TOLL FREE 
9 o.m. - 10 p.m. 
1 -800-438-8039 
* 
» 
» 
* 
* 
» 
**»***»*************************j 
Deb Martin, Owner/Stylist 
MONTY'S 
'Special Uniperms 
$20" 
Phone: 352-2611 
131 W.Wooster, B.G., Ohio 
"We feature (RK) Redken Products" 
Taste the pride of Canada. 
Molson. 
Take our words 
for it. MOLSON Ale is: 
Hearty. Pure. Clear. 
Refreshing. Special. 
Pour it with pride. <5T 
ll:».J.mJI-*t.,lm (   MP—h    A»««A< (, 
..A*,   Wwrf. * /mp.-.-., ( ,.     /*.      <„,»,   \,.,   .V,„    l;^ 
classified. 
LOST      FOUND 
to;.'   -ftf Ski   jacket,   orange 
wht   on shoulder   Lost In Fox's 
Dan   last   Wad.   If   found   call 
Marsha    at    35249*0     Reward 
offered. ^^_^^___^_ 
Lost glasses  in brn. case   Sat 
nlta between Anderson Hall 
Arena.    Return    will    be    ap 
predated. 2 1760.  
Lost gold bracelet of great 
sentimental value. If found 
please call Jody 372 4466 
Lost hey* m vicinity of downtown 
BG 7 or 8 keys on pie in ring Cell 
352 1209  
Found Boa constrictor In N. 
Church St. area. Must Identify to 
claim. Ph   352 5621. 
Found    Don what   time   Is   It. 
Joey     Call     Willie.    332 0341 
(Fremont). 
RIDES 
Ride needed to Brunswlxk. Dec. 
2) or 22. Call Lorl. 3524017. Will 
help pay gas. 
Leslie, have a super Christmas 
best of luck on exams. I'll miss 
you   next  quarter.   Love,   your 
roomie 
DANA you're my fave, does that 
cheer you up Best of luck with 
finals. Love. Lorraine. 
Today is the last song of the tenth 
day of WFAL "The Ten Days of 
Christmas." 
SHOP AHEAD: Buy beautiful 
Christmas Stocking Patterns: 
Make original xmas Stockings. 
Four unique classic designs. 
Easy to follow Instructions In- 
cluded. 13.06 Call Nancy at 372- 
3107  
Buddy Buddy Buddy 
nee nee nee 
21 2121 Love, your Buddy. 
Beau, Mark. Shiele: Merry 
Christmas a   Happy    New 
Year' Have a wonderful holiday 
season. Be good over break. 
Love Your Big, St u 
Little Theanna. I am so excited 
that you ere my little. Welcome 
fothefamily   Love, your Big. 
SERVICESOFFERED  
Some Oay Typesetting Service 
On Most Jobs Bring Us Your 
Manuals, Forms, Programs, 
Bulletins And Resumes. ** Type 
Faces Available. Call The 
Fiatlands Trader Newspaper 
3523531. 
To fellow A's. Spark Joe. The 
quarter's over, it's time to go. I 
wish it could last cause it's been 
sucha blast. You guys are great. 
the greatest of Bro's.  
The Brothers ol SAC wish to 
congratulate Lyle Ganske on his 
tapping intoODK. 
Expert Typing 
Fast     Reliable 
Ph 353 6391. 
Big Clndl. Thanks for 
everything! Glad to be a part of 
thefamlly.'LIIBarb. 
Pregnancy     Aid Under 
standing. EMPA. 352 9173 
(eves.)     287 4305 (local) 
Birth control, test for pregnancy, 
VD. early abortion at Toledo 
Medical Service. Call (419) 243 
3179 lor an app' 
PERSONALS 
BLACK CHRISTMAS IS HERE 
BLACK CHRISTMAS IS HERE 
BLACK CHRISTMAS IS HERE 
B.F.O u More than a year ago 
but not as much as the future 
Love. B.F.O.W. 
We've always known WHO is 
great we've  always  known 
WHO really rates. 
Congratulations Deb McNelly on 
being selected into Who's Who! 
Love, your Alpha Phi Sisters 
Merry Christmas Happy New 
Year to my family: Frank. John 
Marianne. Good luck on finals 
have a super break i Greg 
"BOSS." 
Jennifer It's been a wild quarter, 
that's for sure! Nobody would 
have guessed that you ever 
were' But congratulations on 
your pinning to that Sigma Nu . 
the best of luck always to you! 
Becky 
Lils Lisa Beth You two ere 
very special to me . I'm gonna 
miss you tons! LOVE, your big. 
We started at six returned by 
nine when all of our drinking was 
left behind. The hunt was great. 
we had a blast especially with 
security, but that's all in the 
past. Now here's to this year, the 
best one by far to the greatest 
family with Shultz as my star 
Love, Lil Kosto. 
Terry, You never cease to amaze 
me ODK Who's Who in the 
same day. Congratulations! 
Love. Leigh. 
Rosanne: It's been a great 
quarter havin' you as a roomie: 
It went much too fast huh I 
wont be far, out I'll miss the 
crazyness lust the same. Looking 
forward to a rowdy time 
tomorrow nite. Thanks tor all 
"MOM." 
Dan Pavuk (Hooter) 
congratulations on your in 
ductlon to Beta Beta Beta. Long 
live Hooter Claus! The Alpha 
Sigs.  
Lil' Linda. I am glad you are my 
little. Welcome to the family. 
Love, your Big.. 
MASM How about some Kahlua 
a   game   of   backgammon 
sometime!  .. 
Theresa      Ray, even though you 
have     independent    disease, 
congratulations on Who's Who 
ODK   Love "MASE." 
Sisters of Delta Zeta Good Luck 
on all your exams. Have a very 
Merry Christmas , celebrate 
the New Year's In the DZ style. 
Butchle Cindy M. have fun, 
we'll miss you! Bird you have 
been always will be a very 
special sister. Bye sweetie The 
rest of you get psyched for a 
great winter quarter! Dee Zee 
love. Luelle. 
David Edward, well the quarter 
Is almost over .. you've been 
really great. I hope you do well 
on finals because you really 
rate! XOXOXO! Love Always, 
M.E.P.S. Come tee me over X 
mas you'll get plenty of ham . 
cheese! 
Brent, congratulations on your 
new off Ices! I'm so proud you're 
my blgl Love you, Lil' Lynn. 
All you listeners of WFAL's Ski 
Weekend contest today Is the 
oay! ill 
Little Cathy Little Carol: We 
hope we don't have to tell you 
how much we love you . how 
proud we are to be your bigs. Get 
psyched for many good times 
together! Chi O Love. Lorraine 
Dana.   
Kelly.   Good   luck on  finals 
don't worry I have confidence In 
you! Get psyched for a Merry X 
mas        Happy New Year with 
Don! in miss you. Love, Edle. 
J C   From Dlno's to Sam B's we 
did go. Where we'd end up no one 
did know. But the tun we had 
the good times we shared, will 
surely  be  missed        never be 
compared. B.S. 
Yid. Happy Henukah! Good 
Luck with second interviews. Be 
psyched lor a wild winter 
quarter Love, your roomie. Stu 
Birdie, l lust wanted to say Good 
Luck In everything you do 
thanks for being my Big. you 
don't know how often you've 
helped me. I'm going tomfssyou 
so much. I love you Big Love, 
Edle. 
FALCONETTES: 
Get psyched fo skate great 
tonight* Love, Dlna .   Judy. 
Joe Zimmerman 
Congratulations for surviving 
through 'til your graduation 
Good luck in the working world 
The Brothers ol Alpha Sigma 
Phi. 
Dana W, through all 
those cards     posters 
you should know how I feel 
F.O day is soon, have a 
Merry Christmas     a 
Happy New Year! Good Luck 
on finals. Remember,tit 
the season to be lolly.... 
with love, from guess who 
XXXXXOOOOOOXXXXXOO 
OOOXOXO 
Merry Xmas     Happy New Year 
toad you DAWGSt Dig it! (Mad. 
Corn. Bull.  Bare, Hound, Bone, 
Lane, Bird) _ 
Interviewing Thurs. .. Frl. for 
Phi Mu houseboy. II interested, 
Call 2 2750.  
Sub   Me   Quick   Holiday   Hours 
starting Dec. uth thru Jan. 5th. 
11:30-1:00. M. Frl. Closed Sat. 
Sun.  Regular hours begin 4:30 
Sun., Jan. 6th, itio. 
Little   Kathy.   You're  the  best 
little l could ever hope lor. AX 
love. Your Big — 
when  you  leave.  Best of luck, 
your AGD Sisters.  
To the Lil' Sisses of Sigma Nu 
We couldn't believe when we 
opened our eyes, a baauliful tree, 
what a nice surprise. We should 
have guessed you'd be so sweet 
do something like that to make 
Christmas complete. All we can 
say is thanks a lot,. get psyched 
lor Big Party cui It's gonna be 
hot! Love, The Brothers. 
Diane Brenda You guys have 
been the GREATEST this 
quarter. Thanks tor putting up 
wilh me PS Things always 
happen in 3't. DZ love. Laura. 
To the Daughter of my: You 
finally made it 1 hope you have a 
very special 19th Birthday! 
Love, Lisa. 
Kim. Winter quarter fust won't 
be the same without you We 
want you to know we'll be 
thinking about you we want to 
wish you the best of luck while 
you're away. Alpha Delt love 
ours Your Pledge Sisters. 
REMINDER: 
Baskets at the Student 
Recreation Center must be 
cleared by Fri. Dae. 7. SS.OO 
charge on all unemptied baskets. 
The**" girls of Alpha Phi say to 
the pimps of Theta Chi. we had a 
great   time that's   no   lie! 
Thanks call again. The Alpha 
Phi's. 
Your campus station. WFAL, 
wishes everyone good luck on 
tmals and Merry Xmas. 
Captain jack Congrats on your 
graduation! Put your ears back 
go tor It buddy boy cuz you're 
"tough as nails." The Brothers. 
LANA: Hope your holidays are 
as special to you. as you are to 
me Have a Merry Christmas. 
R.C 
Big Chris, the hunt was terrific 
il ended just right, finding you 
lor my big made for one super 
night! AGD Love, Little Sue. 
Keiiey, Lori Linda. Good Luck 
in your 1st Home Gymnastics 
Meet . on your finals!! Love. 
Your Roomie. 
J B Congratulations as being 
the new talk show host. Good 
Luck; Luv. your III' sis Judy 
Betas. Party well over Christ- 
mas break get ready lor a 
great winter quarter. 
TIRRIMI GOOD LUCK on your 
exams and hurry home!! I 
LOVE YOU, Dave. 
Congratulations to Annette 
Koehler . Jack Near hoof Fall 
Quarter graduates Best ol Luck, 
S'Q,mfl Ny lil suits 
"Big Deb." just wanted to with 
you a happy Birthday! Thankt 
lor being the greatett big have 
agreatday! "Little"Mim. 
Kappa Sigs, The Christ mat 
Parly it tonite. we will really do 
it up right. The X Mat tree It up 
the fire will light! Let's qo 
crazy.  
HAPPY HOLIDAYS FROM THE 
TRIPLE A'S!!! 
Vic. It't been a great quarter. 
You know we'll all mist you! 
Good Luck finding the "perfect 
|ob!" Gat psyched for the V . V 
grad party! Love. Met:, Pamela, 
Diane. 
Scott White: We have a date 
party tomorrow, so who's it 
going to be Cheryl, Kim, 
Laura. Donna. Jane or Strapper. 
The Brothers 
DO Sisters, wishing you a 
Merry Christmas a Happy 
New Year. Love to all. Sherry. 
Kappa Sigs, It's been a great 
quarter. Have a great Christmas 
Break a fantastic New Year. 
Love. Stardusters. P.S. Good 
luck on finals! 
Paid Editorial positions for the 
BG Newt REVUE available for 
Wtr. qtr. Apply in BG Newt 
Offire. 106 University Hall. All 
applications due by 5pm. Friday. 
ZEBES It't only   hours  til  the 
annual   ZBT   Christmas   Party. 
Plan on getting rowdy tonight. 
It's   the   only    way!    Merry 
Christmas) 
Give Mom a break over break! 
DO YOUR LAUNDRY BEFORE 
YOU GO HOME!! KIRK'S 
COIN O MAT 709 S. MAIN ST. IS 
OPEN 24 HOURS!!  
Members ef Marketing Club: 
You are cordially invited to a 
Christmas Party. It will bo held 
on Friday, December 7th Irom 9 
1 in the Presidents Lounge, ice 
Arena Bring your membarship 
card because it't PR ■■ I COMB 
WARM UP YOUR HOLIDAY 
SPIRITII 
Beer Delivery now available 
thru Sub Me Quick's "Beer 
Delivery Club" Call 352 4663 for 
details. Just another way to 
serve you better. Delivery hours 
5pm lam. 7 days a week. 
CONGRATULATIONS to my 
fellow debaters. Karen Lltkovitz, 
Sue Knight. Chuck Pone 
Coach Walt Zakahl for the 
FANTASTIC showing at Butler 
last weekend. Have a fantastic 
Christmas holiday be ready 
lor a good showing next quarter! 
Ginger 
Best   wishes good   luck   to 
another one of our graduating 
seniors. Gene Blechler The 
Brothers ot Sigma Phi Epsilon 
Today is the TENTH day of 
Christmas for the ski weekend 
contest. LISTEN 
TO ALL  HAPPY HANUKAH! 
ZETA BETA TAU. 
Sigma Chis, Kappa Sigs. Dells 
Alpha Sigs, Thanks so much 
for helping us wilh our big hunt. 
Sorry this Is a little late. Love, 
The Alpha Phi bigs . littles. 
Hoops.   Opeka Quill    Cal.   to 
Wash to S. America you will 
roam But don't lorget you've 
always got a home Here in the 
house 01 AGO We'll miss you ah 
ELLEN WE sure will mitt you! 
Have fun at Ohio State think of 
us often. Love, Marl .. Holly. 
Jell  Seekei. Congrats on being 
tapped into O D K   Keep up the 
good     work Kappa Sigma 
Brothers. 
To the Brothers ol Sigma Phi 
Epsilon, Good Luck on finals 
Bett •Wishes lor a Merry 
Christmas . a Happy New 
Year! Love, The Golden Hearts. 
Frank, congrats on being elected' 
Pledge Educator  Let's go for it 
next quarter. The Kappa Sigs 
AX Pledges Have a vary Marry 
Christmas. We'll sure miss you 
over break. Love, Your Pledge 
Trainers Jen . Sue. P.S. Have a 
Happy New Year too! 
Three times around was a groat 
surprise You blew the candle out 
before our eyes. Congratulations 
Jennifer Bill on your Alpha 
Deit Sigma Nu pinning. Love. 
The Alpha Dtlts 
Kappa Sigs. Congrats on winning 
The scholarship awards from 
nationals. 
To our SAE bigs Lyle . Jud. 
have a Merry Christmas get 
psycheo for a great SAE new 
year! Love. Linda   . Kel. 
OU Brothers lil sis Hell night 
was wild. The Beer Chug wat 
TASTY Thankt for a great 
night. Your III susos. 
Sisters of  ZTA. Good Luck on 
your   finals    ..   have   a   Marry 
Chrlttmat. Get psyched tor a fun 
winter quarter. Zeta love. 
This   is    to    congratulate   any 
Kappa Sigma Who hasn't been 
congratulated. 
Congratulations!' 
Alpha   Delt   pledges  art really 
great, in our hearts you sure do 
rate. This it lust a note to let you 
know we care,     we'll always be 
here.     Have    a    roarln'    good 
Christmas   break.   Love,   Your 
Sis lets. , 
Congratt    to   C B. D.C.. 
Brothers of the Weak tor being 
superior to all in your social 
conquests. The Brothers. 
ELLEN What am I gonna do 
without you 1 1 guess lust 
"raise a little hell!" I'll miss 
you. Good Luck at Ohio State! 
Love, Trooper. 
SiCSlC no.'s 1 3 I'd lust love to 
have you visit with mel Love, 
Jonl W. (P.S. Who are you •) 
Cameron, Brian H , Lance, Jeff, 
Steve Brian R . Congratt on 
your scholarship awards from 
nationals May you instill tome 
01 your knowledge into the rest of 
the Brothers. The Kappa Sigs. 
To everyone at BG especially 
Bag, Tncks, Mom CQ. Sigs. 
Little Sigs: This quarter wat one 
of the best If it was any hint of 
things locome. then next quarter 
will be one big dream Merry 
Xmas     ha   * a beer (or two) for 
each of us. See you there Irom 
the best on oil campus. Squid,' 
Taco.    Bad    Wheels THE 
BROWN HOUSE!! 
Hessie, Have a Merry Christmas  • 
with your family. We will tee you*, 
early  next quarter.  Love.   The  * 
brothers of Beta Theta Pt 
Sigma Chi's Xmas date party is 
Saturday night when everyone's 
nose should  be shining  bright. 
The drinks  will  be llowlng so 
much, you'll get lit      then alter 
that, go upstairs lor a whippit. So 
Sigs  get   psyched  for  Ihe best 
party we've had. it'll be crazy 
JUTJiU iust down/Kiht mad.  
To    The   Link    President the 
Attic Bat. The hunt was fun from 
the grave digging to the 
McDonald Singing. Thanks for 
being such terrillc bigs. Chi 0 
Love. Lil' Barb Lil'Jenny 
Happy 20th Birthday. MIGHTY 
MUTT. 
Lynda, Merry Christmas to you. 
havelun whatever you 00.1 think 
you're a GR EAT roomie. Oh and 
good luck on your finals fool 
Love. Daughter of Hilarious 
Ferdinand. 
WANTED 
7 F. rmte. needed tor Wtr Spr 
S77 50 mo. Furn. all Includ. 
Call Tel Feng 354 1986. 
Need I or 2 F. rmtes  for Wtr 
Spr qtrs. Call 352 4952. 
IF   looking for place to live Wtr 
Spr. or for another F. to get a 
2 man apt   Julie, 354 1823.  
1 M. subls. Own room. S100 mo. 
Great location. Call Dan 353 1515 
1 F rmle needed alter Dec. 15th. 
Close to campus. For more info. 
call 352 7232. 
Wanted Female roommate  Call 
3520093 
F. rmte. needed. 5mln. campus. 
low rent 352 2707 anytime. 
1 M. rmle for Wtr qtr. SI2.SO per 
month 372 5661. 
I   F     rmte    Wtr Spr    qtrs 
Ridge Manor. 354 1920. 
1   M    rmte.   Wtr Spr.   Own 
bdrm. S122 mo. plus alec. (S6- 
8mo.) Univ Courtt. Would like a 
Christian. 35? 0486Rich. 
l F rmte. needed to there In 2 
bdrm. apt. S95 mo. Wtr. Spr. 
5lh St. 352 7789.  
F. rmte. needed in Watervllle. 
SI00 mo.      elec. 878 9828 
1 F rmte. needed lor Wtr. Spr. 
Qtr Whole upstairs of house 
Close to campus   352 0252 
1 F rmte needed for Wtr. .. Spr. 
Newlove Apts. 12*0qtr   352 485* 
F. student wanted to subls. apt. 
Wtr.. Spr. .. Sum. qtrs. Furn. 
apt 7bdrms. 352 1453. 
F. rmte. Wtr.. Spr. qtr. Close to 
campus     stores. 354 1307. 
I F. rmte. needed Wtr. qtr. only. 
Campus Manor. Call 352 4796. 
I F. rmte. needed for Wtr. Spr. 
Qtr. 2 bdrm. Furn. apt. Call 352 
5973. 
M rmte needed Wtr. Qtr. StT 25 
mo. Ph. 352 4840. 
1 M. needs off cam put housing 
lor Wtr        Spr 372 3741 
Need I M. rmte. for Forest Apts. 
S150 mo. 352 3435. 
HELP WANTED 
Pt. time ballet tap teacher 
needed. Contact Vivienne's 
Dance Studio at 669-9421. 
Located in Custar, 16 miles from 
BG. 
Sub Me Quick accepting ap 
plications for drivers for next 
qtr. Mutt be 18 have a car. 
Apply 143 E. Wooster. 2 4 p.m. 
M. Frl. 
Professional Resume 
Typesetting. Same Day Sarvice. 
3523538  
Victoria Station now hiring 
cocktail help. Mutt be 21. 893- 
0706.  
FOR SALE 
'73 Chevy impale. Ex. cond. No. 
ruse Best offer Call 35? 7087 
after 6p.m. 
New Backgammon games. Ph. 
352 2812   . 352 7663. 
Advertise Your Unwanted Items 
For Fret In The Fiatlands 
Trader Newspaper. Pay A 
Commission Only If Your Item 
Stilt. Call 352 3539. 75.000 
Readert Weakly! I 
5 string banio with case Superb 
cond 1195- 352 5903 
United Airlines one half price 
coupon Asking S35 or best otter. 
Call Matt. 2 3398 
Acoustic 135 guitar amp. 
Lttt than 1 yr. old, 8350 or 
bttt offtr. Small Crate amp. 
Perfect for dorm practicing.. 
*!*0gr P«»' oiler. 3721770. 
FREE! I 7 wfc.oM puppies. Must 
gat Call 352-3368after S p.m. 
Selling one hall price ticket for 
American Airline. Asking 135 
Expires Dec. 15. Call 352 2431 
Get ready lor the snow season!! 
1 NEW ladies med. snowsult tor 
S25. Call 352 5608 after noon 
>973 Dodge Sportsman v»n. Good 
condition Many ex'ret. S1S00. 
674 2664 alter 4.30. 
FOR RENT 
2 bdrm. apt. to tubls. Furn., 
water includ. Pay altc. only. 
Call 352 0154 or 352 4835. 
Farm house, good cond.. 
secluded, J 4 bdrm , good pfcg , 
no pets 15886 Dunbridge Rd 
across from Stadium S450 mo, 
deposit .   least. Call 332 1458 
1 bdrm   turn, apt   6 mo   lease 
tf.litf 
Subls Wtr Qtr only 2 bdrm 
duplex, 15 min from campus. 
SltOmo       util   Call 669 9634. 
h 
wmm 
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Pearl Harbor mood rising in anti-Iranian rallies 
DALLAS (APl-For thousands of Japanese-Americans, the 
bombs that turned Pearl Harbor into a funeral pyre 38 years 
ago today signaled an ugly change in American mood. Some 
see that mood rising again in the anti-Iranian demonstrations 
sweeping the United States. 
The naval base in Hawaii was obliterated on Dec. 7,1941, 
and the United States declared war on Japan. 
Within a few days of Pearl Harbor, "people became very 
aggressive and a Jap is a Jap is a Jap,'" recalled Hiroo 
Fukuyama, who was 20 in 1941. "The only difference between 
that and the Iranian students now is that the anti-Japanese 
feeling involved American citizens. 
"LIKE the Iranian students, suddenly we realized what 
was happening. It happened so fast. Suddenly we were at 
war," he said. 
Fukuyama and his brother, mother and father, who owned 
a hardware store in San Pedro, Calif., were among 110,000 
Japanese living in the United States who were forced to 
auction their homes and possessions for "relocation" at U.S. 
internment camps. Of them, 60,000 were naturalized or 
native-born American citizens. 
The Fukayams were herded into the Amache Relocation 
Center at Grenada, Colo., in the spring of 1942. 
"THEY DIDNT call it a concentration camp, but that's 
what it was. There was no brutality as such, but the 
humiliation was terrible. It was a terrifying experience," 
said Fukuyama, now executive vice president of U.S. Aerial 
Inc., a Li S.-Japanese television and filmmaking company. 
Fukuyama said he was accosted several times on the 
street, then was forced out of the California State Nautical 
Guard, where he worked as a machinist. 
"One day when everyone was in formation at the armory, 
they called my name out. They said, 'You're a Jap. We don't 
want you here. You're out of the guard.'" 
WHEN HE sought work at the city water works, "They just 
kept me waiting and I was looking at all the drawings of the 
water works. First thing he said was. 'Are you Chinese?' So 
he said, What the hell are you doing in this place?' He got 
very upset that I had been looking at the drawings of the 
waterworks." 
Why did the Americans react with such prejudice? 
"I think it's a fear that they have because the nation was a 
very young nation" and had not strong, solid culture of its 
own, Fukuyama said, adding that he believes that fear has 
returned with the Iranian crisis. 
BUT HE SAID Iranian students should be allowed to stay in 
the country, and Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi-for whom SO 
Americans are being held hostage in Tehran-should be 
turned over to Iran or to a world court. 
"One of the problems of this country is that people can't see 
in   perspective,"   he   said,  explaining  he  meant  that 
Americans cannot seem to grasp the Iranian viewpoint that 
sees the shah as a criminal. 
Dr. Masashi Kawasaki, a Dallas physician, was sent to a 
Canadian relocation camp at Slocan, British Columbia, when 
he was 14. Four years later, in 1946. he left. 
HE DESCRIBED his experience in the camp as "rough." 
but said he's not bitter. 
"In one sense, the Iranian situation is due to the fact that if 
it weren't for the hostages, they wouldn't be doing it. In this 
case, it was a war situation," he said. 
Kawasaki attributes both the Japanese and Iranian 
situations to a peculiarly American response to international 
events. 
"IT'S NO different than I, myself, first.' We see it every 
day. This is the way we are, unfortunately," Kawasaki said. 
"We get afraid, and then we get Jealous. I think there was 
fear of these people, then and now." 
NBC Christmas drama outrages religious leaders 
LOS ANGELES! AP) - This weekend, NBC will air a 
Christmas drama called "Mary and Joseph: A Story of 
Faith." Next year, the network may stick to "Rudolph the 
Red-Nosed Reindeer." 
NBCs dramatization of the lives of Mary and Joseph and 
the birth of Christ has outraged some religious leaders, 
prompting a nationwide protest against the broadcast, 
which, in turn, has produced a mammoth headache for NBC. 
Controversy sometimes helps a program's ratings, but 
"when you put on a religious program over the holidays," 
one NBC executive said, "controversy is the last thing in the 
world you want." 
AT ISSUE is a script that fills in some of the spaces in the 
New Testament telling of Christ's birth with screenwriters' 
supposings. 
"Mary and Joseph" is, simply, docudrama. The film's 
writers attempt to flesh-out the rather sketchy biblical ac- 
count of the lives of Mary and Joseph, drawing upon research 
and imagination. 
Joseph, for example, is portrayed as a sort of guerrilla 
type, fighting the forces of King Herod. 
Mary's father is crucified in the film, and event that has no 
biblical foundation. And Mary, after telling the whole town of 
Nazareth she is pregnant with the Son of God, is tried for 
adultry and blasphemy and sentenced to death by stoning. 
This too, was invented by the film's writers. 
"NOWHERE in the Bible does it say that Mary went 
around telling everyone she was going to have a baby. The 
trial and all of that is simply fiction. I think that's evil, and I 
think that's the way the authors intended it." 
NBC staunchly defends the film, as do several clergymen 
who've seen the movie and found nothing blasphemous. 
NBC, concerned about the pressure being brought against 
its affiliates, broadcast a closed-circuit tape to its stations 
this week in which several clergymen praised the film. 
"There's nothing anti-Christian about filling in the Bible 
with creative writing," said Rev. Edmund Nadolny, a 
Catholic priest from Hartford, Conn. "The movie asks. 
Could it have halpened ' That's what I like about the film - 
it asks questions. It's great for discussion." 
THE SISTERS OF 
ALPHA DELTA PI WISH 
THE BEST OF LUCK TO 
THEIR GRADUATING 
SENIORS 
/V^ JENNIFER 
CROSS 
CINDY 
 BURLEY 
COLUMBUS AREA 
CAREERS CONFERENCE 
If you're a college senior or graduate stu- 
dent, Dec. 18 and 19 can be important dates 
for you. 
A two-day conference, where over 70 Central 
Ohio area employers will hold job interviews 
for a wide variety of occupations, will take 
place at Ohio State University's Ohio Union, 
1739 N. High St. For further information on 
eligibility and registration, contact your col- 
lege placement officer or call: 
CAREER SERVICES 
(614) 422-7055 
(614) 422-6024 
u LIGHT A CANDLE 
AND SAY A 
PRAYER FOR 
PEACE!" 
Sunday ■ December 9 
7:30 P.M. 
FIRST UNITED 
METHODIST CHURCH 
1506 EAST 
WOOSTER STREET 
CELEBRATE CHRISTMAS 
with 
"CAROLS AND CANDLES" 
imnmw«ttnw 
President 
Vice President 
Treasurer 
Ass't. Treasurer 
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New Actives 
Brent Van Vooren 
Glenn Lawson 
John Fortuna 
Dave Reed 
Jeff Lerunson 
Thad Kovalchik 
Paul Jeckering, 
Keith Mains, 
Tom Hushion 
Bob Eversen 
Mike Hawkins 
Scott Jeffers 
Brent Van Vooren 
Mike Hawkins 
Brent Van Vooren 
Dave Reed 
Tom Hushion 
John Fortuna 
Paul Jeckering 
Scott Jeffers 
Thad Kovalchik 
Keith Mains 
Brent Van Vooren 
Thad Kovalchik 
500 Chairmen -  Joey Kindelin, Bob Everden 
Asst. 500 Chairmen - Thad Kovalchik 
$ INSTANT CASH $ 
"Big Bucks" 
for four used Books (also Buying Books being dropped) 
FRIDAY DEC. 7-14 
University Bookstore 
Student Services Building 
Hours:  Mon.-Fri.   8-5  Sat.   9-5 
support our advertisers 
I If this picture doesn t maki >       ; 
•  your skin crawl   its on TOO TIGHT ; 
Sic* 
OUVIA HJSSEY KEIR DULLEA ■ MARGOT KIDOER 
-SJOHNSAXONSM. 
"SiVSBOB CLARK '"-^GERRfAfiBED TrWMOCflE 
TECHNICOLOR" <3&>R 
Fri. & Sat.   Dec. 7 & 8 
iMain Auditorium  Midnight 
Midnight 
imiiiiiiiimmn rm 
TAKE A FALCON SPORTS 
BREAK BEFORE EXAMS! 
BGSUvs. 
Notre Dame 
Fri. Nlte 7:30 P.M. 
BGSU vs. BGSU vs. 
Ball Stf»t» Defiance 
Sat. Nite 7:30 P.M.  Mon.Nite7:30P.M 
DON'T MISS ANY OF THE WEEKEND SPORTS ACTION! 
THE ICE HOUSE AND ANDERSON ARENA ARE THE 
PLACES TO BE FOR FALCON SPORTS EXCITEMENT. 
FLY HIGH WITH THE FALCONS! 
MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE 
OPEN 9:00 A.M.-5:00 P.M. 
ALL-SPORTS PASS HOLDERS CAN PICK-UP 
DEFIANCE TICKETS BEGINNING THURSDAY. 
CAMPUS 
MANOR 
APARTMENTS 
# 
OPBNINQS FOR 1-4 STUDENTS 
To Fill 4- Peopie Apts. (Fall School Year) 
Special Summer Ratal (2) BEDROOM (1-4) Studanta Summer Quarter 
13 GOOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR 
•Naw-Maaara-rarnrshad-CaMa T.V. 
•1 man. Walk to Camaas 
•S earn. Waft ta Downtown 
•IS baiiaati oitohli»hm«nt« at yoar frant door 
•Intranet doors tocarod at all tiawi 
•laraa fraatar for additional food sovinas 
•latarcan aotwoon aaartmants A oat i auto 
•fraa aarkavj at year fraat dear 
•Oat aaraaqaa §0 far too foariat taafc 
•Ho car tiaakad, sava aa fat, aarfciag A 
•No loaf aroAi aa thoss itro wiatar dayi ia 
•Wal Hafctod ttrocti aotwoon aats., eamaai 
•rnaaary nolatal Laaatoras 
330.00   per   per ion   per   quarter 
FOR  THE  CREAM  Of THE CROP 
GO  CAMPUS  MANOR 
BEHIND OfNO'S PIZZA PUB 
NEXT TO STERLING MILK & DORSEV DRUG 
NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER A FALL SCHOOL YEAR 
OF 1900 
aaodlitMa 
Oft* At 
x° 
HOOCL OKN TILL 4 » P M   WEEKDAYS. 
ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED EXCEPT 
ELECTatC(HEAT.AC.HOTWATCaBYOAf) 
352-9302 
EVENINCS AND WEEKENDS 
JS2-73W 
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Falcon cage squads host doubleheader 
BSU first MAC test for men Women play Saginaw Valley 
by Dan Firestone 
sports editor 
Basketball coach John Wcinert would 
probably just as soon forget he ever left 
Bowling Green this week after his 
Falcons lost at Duquesne 72-47 
Tuesday. 
He'd much rather concentrate on 
tomorrow's game in Anderson Arena 
when Ball State will visit to open this 
year's Mid-American Conference 
schedule ill 7 :30 p in 
Ball State, 2-0, was picked to finish 
third in the media pre-season poll 
behind Toledoand Bowling Green. 
The Cardinals enjoyed their last trip 
to BG, when they survived a BG shot 
at the buzzer to take a one-point vic- 
tory. 
BALL STATE has won the last two 
meetings between the two teams, 
although BG leads the series 13-3. 
"We told our players to forget about 
Duquesne," Weinert said. You're going 
to have one of those games every year. 
I hope that was our one. 
"Duquesne was a very talented team 
and very big. We're not going to see 
another team that big." 
The Dukes used three players 6-9 or 
taller. 
I MERE WAS some good news for the 
Falcons this week, however. Co-captain 
Mitch Kopystynsky, who has been out 
with a hand injury, is expected to be 
ready for tomorrow's game. 
"I look for Mitch to play Saturday," 
Weinert said. "And we're shooting for 
the Toledo tournament (Dec. 28) as the 
date for Joe Faine's return." 
Faine has been out of action since his 
elbow surgery before the season. 
Weinert said he plans on starting with 
the same line-up he has used, but added 
that freshman David Greer, who had 
seven assists against Duquesne, "will 
be playing more and more." 
Ball State also lost one of its top 
shooters before the season. Mike 
Drews, a 6-4 forward had to quit the 
team because of a heart murmer. 
BUT THE Cardinals still have plenty 
of scorers, and showed that Wednesday 
night when they defeated Butler, 100-71. 
Freshman guard Ray McCallum 
scored 23 points in the win. 
"I think last year they surprised 
some people, but they didn't surprise 
the coaches," Weinert said. 
by Rob Boukissen 
staff reporter 
Riding high on last week's 79-76 
victory over Northern Illinois, Bowling 
Green's women's basketball team 
heads into tomorrow's 5 p.m. game 
against Saginaw Valley at Anderson 
Arena with high hopes of continuing 
their winning ways. 
"It {the victory) sure made practice a 
lot more fun for everybody," Coach 
Kathy Bole said. "We are a little more 
organized now and we know where our 
strengths and weaknesses are." 
A major strength for the Falcons, 1-2, 
has been freshman center Chris Tuttle. 
She is second in both scoring and 
rebounding for BG while coming off the 
bench in all three games. 
Freshman guard Melissa Chase leads 
the Falcons in scoring with a 10.3 
average and captain Sue Cowman leads 
in rebounding with a 7.3 average. 
ONE OF the Falcons' weaknesses 
comes in the form of an injury to junior 
forward Kristi Gordon, who is 
scheduled to have knee surgery Dec. 13 
causing her to be out for the remainder 
of the season. 
BG also lost freshman guard Alice 
Wilcox when she decided to leave the 
University transfering to Lakeland 
Community College. 
"It (the loss of the two players) will 
hurt," Bole said, "but I am comfortable 
with the 13 people we've got." 
Saginaw Valley, 1-1, will provide 
strong opposition for Bole's club this 
week as they defeated BG twice last 
year. 71-61 and 76-60. 
"LAST YEAR, they had an 11 or 12 
game winning streak when we ran into 
them the one game," Bole said. "They 
are a good team." 
Leading Saginaw this season are 6-2 
junior Diane Dockus and 5-11 junior 
Erika Bush. 
Bole, who has not had a set starting 
lineup yet this season, will go with 
Cowman at center and Chase and fresh- 
man Deanne Knoblauch at the guards. 
She is still undecided about the wing 
positions. 
The Falcons have off until Dec. 22 
when they travel to Michigan for a 
game against the Wolverines. BG will 
play in the Indiana University 
Invitational Jan. 4-5 and at Wright State 
Jan. 9. 
Ohio State sophomore quarterback Art Schllchter lets everyone know who's number 
one after the Buckeyes beat Michigan this season. Schllchter will lead the AP number- 
one ranked Bucks against Southern California In the Rose Bowl, Jan. 1. 
photos by AP 
USC tailback Charles White poses with the Helsman Trophy he won earlier this week. 
White will head the Trojan offense against Ohio State in the Rote Bowl In Pasedena, 
Calif. The Trojans are third-ranked In the nation by AP with a 10-0-1 record. 
Sports swamies make perilous bowl predictions 
With the completion of the regular 
college football season and the up- 
coming onslaught of the "Bowl 
Season," the BG News sports staff took 
a time-out to prognosticate the fate of 
some select bowl games. Here are the 
results: 
GARDEN STATE BOWL.The staff, 
by a 3-2 decision, picked the Golden 
Bears of California to beat the Temple 
Owls. Dave Lewandowski and Pat 
Kennedy, however, pick the team from 
the City of Brotherly Love. 
HOLIDAY   BOWL.The   unanimous 
CONGRATULATIONS 
INTRAMURALCHAMPIONS 
FALL QUARTER 
All- 
Sport Indpt. Frat. Campus 
FOOTBALL WORMS PI KAPPA 
ALPHA 
PI KAPPA ALPHA 
TENNIS                  DON HOWARD 
TENNIS
                  &   REX SLOAN 
SIGMA CHI SIGMA CHI 
SOCCER 
COMPTON 
ANIMALS 
BETA TH ETA 
PI 
BETATHETAPI 
COED FOOTBALL     FERVERTS 
CROSSCOUNTRY 
GOLF 
CONKLIN 
HALL 
DELTA TAU 
DELTA 
KEVIN BRANNING 
JOE BUTZ 
HOCKEY —   
HANDBALL 
PHI KAPPA 
PSI JEFFGRILLIOT 
RACQUETBALL . DON EDWARDS 
BADMINTON MARK CLARK 
WRESTLING 
  THETACHI   
3-MAN BASKETBALL 
  
OPEN--SULTANS 
6-UNDER-BULLOCKS 
2-MAN BASKETBALL      
  
JEFFHORTEN& 
BRUCE JOHNSON 
nod goes to Brigham Young over the 
Big 10's Indiana Hoosiers. Apparently 
BYU's Marc Wilson will be too much to 
handle for Lee Corso's squad. 
SUN BOH 1. In this matchup of the 
Pacific 10 and the Southwest Con- 
ference, the staff gives a 4-1 nod to the 
Preserve 
i     the    \ 
future. ; 
Longhorns of Texas. Sports Editor Dan 
Firestone says the eyes of Texas will be 
on the Huskies of Washington, though. 
TANGERINE BOWL...Another close 
vote gives the Deamon Deacons of 
Wake Forest the nod over the Louisiana 
State Tigers. Rob Boukissen and 
Kennedy feel LSU's fight against 
Alabama earlier in the season will 
reappear and gain them the victory. 
LIBERTY BOWL...The staff says, by 
a 3-2 margin, that the Nittany Lions of 
Perm State will rebound from their loss 
to rival Pittsburgh and beat Tulane. 
Firestone and Boukissen see the result 
another way. 
FIESTA BOWL. ..Pittsburgh, the 
Lambert Trophy winner for 1979. will 
complete its season in fine fashion with 
a victory over Arizona, the staff says In 
unison. 
GATOR BOWL.Will the same bowl 
that spelled the end of Ohio State's 
Woody Hayes' illustrious career do the 
same for his nemesis from the north) 
The staff says no by a 4-1 margin, with 
Firestone disagreeing, saying the 
Tarheels are upset-minded. 
BLUEBONNET BOWL...Boiler- 
makers taste better with "Bluebonnet 
on it". The staff unanimously picks 
Purdue to beat Johnny Major's Ten- 
nessee Vols. 
SUGAR BOWL.. Hearts rule over 
minds in this matchup of Alabama and 
Arkansas. The staff picks, 3-2, the 
Razorbacks to beat the Crimson Tide. 
Ken Koppel and Lewandowski say 
Bama's Bear Bryant and his team 
know what to do in bowl games and will 
use that knowledge on New Year's Day. 
COTTON BOWL...Another close vote, 
but the Cornhuskers of Nebraska will 
top the Cougars of Houston, according 
to staff sentiment. Koppel and 
Lewandowski again dissent, going with 
the team from the South. 
ROSE BOWL ..The Midwesterners, 
including honorary Midwesterner 
Lewandowski, originally from New 
York, pick the number-one-ranked 
Buckeyes unanimously over Southern 
California. Heisman Trophy or not, 
USC can't count on Charles White to 
carry them in Pasadena the staff says. 
ORANGE BOWL.The staff again 
agrees that there is no doubt of a victor 
here. The envelope please, and the 
winner is (will be) the Oklahoma 
Sooners. Burt Reynold's reputation- 
he's a Seminole alum-wont stop 
Heisman runner-up Sims on New 
Year's Day. 
Smith bitter about being cut 
Take stock in America. 
Buy l.S. Savings Bonds. 
TakefQ| 
. stockX,*/ in
^merica. 
••■•••••••■........,.J 
SI 
American 
Cancer Society 
CLEVELAND (AP)--Emblttered 
guard Willie Smith says he was cut 
from the roster of the Cleveland 
Cavaliers because the National 
Basketball Association team wanted to 
save some money. 
"I sacrificed my whole game for the 
club, and this is what I got for It," Smith 
said, yesterday, the day after he was 
given his walking papers so that 
another guard, Butch Lee, could be 
reactivated. 
Lee had been recovering from knee 
surgery. 
SMITH SAID he recently made a 
down payment on a condominium 
because he was certain he had found 
steady employment in an area he liked. 
However, Smith was a victim not only 
of the battle for 11 roster positions, but 
also of the world of pro contracts. 
Smith lacked a no-cut clause In Ms 
Cavaliers contract. Earl Tatum, 
another reserve guard who had seen 
less playing time than Smith, has such 
a clause. 
The NBA requires that any player 
kept on the roster atter a certain dt y-ui 
this case, Wednesday-must be paid for 
the entire season. From a financial 
point of view, Smith had to go. 
"THEY JUST wanted to save a few 
dollars. They wanted to save and I 
didn't put two and two together, even 
when I didn't play Sunday night against 
Atlanta. I thought they would take 
another avenue to take care of the 
roster," Smith said. 
In 26 games this season, Smith 
averaged 4.8 points a game and had 103 
assists.   The 26-year-old pro out of 
Missouri was in his first season with 
Cleveland. He was acquired in a trade 
wiht Portland in exchange for a third- 
round draft pick. 
An additional reason for Smith's 
suspicion that the cut was made for 
many is that the Cavaliers, in the midst 
of a bad year at the gate, must still pay 
a hef ty chunk of Walt Frazier's salary, 
even though the one-time NBA great is 
now retired, and the salary of center 
Elmore Smith, who is disabled with | 
knee problems i 
sports briefs. 
North Dakota, with a 9-3 record, 
topped this week's NCAA hockey 
poll. The Fighting Sioux, also In first 
place In the WMPL-coaches poll, 
tallied 60 points In the voting. 
Minnesota, Michigan, Boston 
University. Northern Michigan, 
Wisconsin, Clarkson. Michigan 
Tech, Ohio State and New Hamp- 
shire made-up the top 10. 
Bowling Green received votes but 
did not make the list. Notre Dame, 
this week's BG foe at the Ice Arena, 
received votes as did last week's 
adversary. United States Inter- 
national. Maine, Boston College and 
Princeton also received votes. 
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Are we 
apathetic? 
Now students 
keep quiet 
News Service photo 
Protectors parade wast on Wooeter SI. during a 1970 camMalight march. 
by John Lammars 
"They're a different breed from those 
who used to drive around In straw hats, 
squirrel tails Hying from their Stutz Sear- 
cats. They're even a little dl/terent from 
Ihe gung-ho rah-rah Joe College who 
spent his weekends swallowing goldfish 
and squirming into the last few square in- 
ches of a telephone booth... 
Pep rallies have, In short, lost their pep. 
Today's snake dances look more like 
worm walks, with the cheerleaders, Fred- 
dy Falcon, and a lew wide-eyed freshmen 
charging from dorm to dorm In futile at- 
tempts to recruit additional rooters to 
give the team "the boost they need." 
Yes, the student had Indeed changed 
over the years. And despite the criticisms 
of those who merely see his long hair and 
ragged garb, the change has been for the 
better. 
He cares, and the real time to worry is 
when he doesn't. 
Well, It's time to worry, the authors of 
that statement are probably saying now. 
That exercise in healthy pomposity was 
written by some University students, In a 
BG News editorial (headlined "The Times 
Are A-Changin'"), in 1970, when many 
students were reveling in thler activism, 
their individuality and their anger. 
Now, almost a decade later, the times 
are changing again. Whether that change 
is for better or for worse is a futile argu- 
ment. 
The point Is college students, aren't 
what theyused tobe. What was important 
to the students of 1970 just doesn't seem 
to matter much anymore. After all, today's 
students hadn't cleared elementary 
school when four students were killed at 
Kent State. 
UNLIKE THOSE students, it is next to 
impossible to label this era of students. It 
can probably be said that they're little 
more conventional In politics and 
academics. Graduating on time and get- 
ting a job may be more important than it 
used to be. But those are just guesses. 
Dr. William O. Relchert, chairman of 
political science, thinks warmly of the 
early days of the 1970s 
"The '70s was a special period at the 
University because people were concern- 
ed with the war," he says, recalling how 
issues were debated openly on campus. 
"We've slipped back into apathy," he 
says. "It was inevitable, t knew It then. 
"Students aren't different. They just 
don't have the Issues to rally around 
anymore." 
THAT APPEARS to be a generally 
accepted statement, that students aren't 
taking on today's issues because it's 
hard to tell what the issues are these 
days. 
In 1970, it was easy. By then everybody 
realized the destructive uselessness of 
Vietnam; all the students knew what to 
think about Presidents Johnson and 
Nixon. 
Now, it's not so easy. 
"The trouble is that it's not obvious," 
Rock Ross, a popular culture graduate 
assistant and University student during 
the mld-'70s, said. 
"There's no Johnson we can point at. 
Most people focus on getting drunk as 
often as possible," he said. 
SOME SAY students rarely are 
politically active because the decisions 
don't affect them. Ten years ago, they 
had a draft to worry about. 
Another point could be made that there 
are fewer issues to be angry about 
because of all the gains made by the 
students of the early 1970s. 
It also might be that today's students 
have strong priorities, but that they're 
just different ones. 
Steve Hanson, assistant director of 
University News and Photo Service and a 
student here from 1971-75, says that's 
the case. 
"THERE'S A set of problems you get 
concerned with, and you tackle them," he 
said. "We were concerned with our role in 
Vietnam, and I would have cut any 
sociology classes for those concerns. 
Now students are concerned with getting 
their money's worth out of their 
educations." 
Dr. Edward G. Stockwell, professor of 
sociology, gives an economics answer to 
what looks like a sociology question. 
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News Service photo 
"Students then were less worried 
about jobs. Students that graduated in 
the 1960s had four or five jobs to choose 
from. They don't have that now," he said 
Dr. Joseph K Balogh. dean of the 
College of Health and Community 
Services, has been at Bowling Green for 
more than 30 years and was chairman of 
Faculty Senate in 1970. "the year it blew 
up," he says. 
HE AGREES THERE is a greater in- 
terest in getting a |Ob upon graduation 
and that carries over into the classroom. 
"Students are more realistic and job- 
oriented. Every parent with whom I talk, 
their first question is, Can my son or 
daughter get a job? " 
The competition of the job market has 
changed what is expected from a college. 
Young persons go to a university to learn 
a skill that will give them an edge over 
other applicants for a job. 
Stockwell says this has changed why 
some students go for the traditional 
liberal arts education. 
"They want it for their skills," he said. 
"They don't want it to broaden their 
horizons. And they're not getting skill." 
Dr. Karl M. Schurr, professor of 
biological sciences, goes farther than 
that. He criticizes that a third of the 
students have no business being here and 
make things difficult for all of those that 
should be here. 
"AT THE PRESENT time, nobody cares. 
As long as they get beer, they're happy. I 
have a great feeling of empathy for the 
student who wants to learn," Schrurr 
said. "I have no empathy for someone 
that doesn't come to class." 
Cal Stewart, who worked m the antiwar 
movement as a University student from 
1967 to 1972 and now lives in the area, 
says instructors tell him that students 
now are "anti-intellectual." 
"It's further than apathetic. They'll do 
the work and not do more than what is 
laid out for them." he said 
But Balogh says some of the blame for 
uninterested students must go to the in- 
structors. 
"If there's apathy in the classroom, the 
prof has to be considered in it. I don't 
believe the onus should be placed entirely 
on the student," Balogh said. 
Reichert said the apathy will fade when 
the faculty and a select group of students 
begin to educate and lead the students, 
as they did in the late '60s. 
"I DON'T WRITE them off. Students will 
chuck their apathy when they see the 
issues. They're beginning to see the 
issues. Students nave to find a way to get 
back to the grass roots of politics," he 
said. 
Stockwell says, "I don't think you can 
say students are bland blobs laying there. 
It's a matter of emphasis I see in 10 years 
the balance tipping the other way, and 
students will be interested in the issues 
and less in what they're going to do when 
they get out." 
Ross agrees there will be other issues 
for other students in other years, but "I 
don't think we can ever recover that spirit. 
They might get mad. but not with the 
same spirit. There's a difference between 
idealism and anger. Even if people get 
concerned with the issues in the 80s, it 
will be without the same glow." 
Hanson, however, doesn't see those 
days as all beautiful times. Things were 
too confusing to be that definitive. 
"Students are missing out on what we 
did, but they're missing out on the frustra- 
tion and torment," he says. "I really en- 
joyed the times sitting back and arguing. 
But, at the same time, you walked away 
with frustrations. 
"There were a lot of big victories. There 
was very little failure then. We lead much 
better lives now because of that." 
staff photo bv Fronk ereithaupt 
The ton* of tho lit* 70* caused itudentt to turn the attention to studies (lop) and 
frlvilous activities luch a* the Alpha Epallon PI roof decoritlon from 1S78 obove). 
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Blacks trying to regain past wins 
by Paul O'Donnell 
The decade ol the 1970s, has seen 
University minority students make many 
gains, experience several setbacks and 
even occasional stagnation. 
"The 70s were a small rubber band that 
stretched open tor a short period ot time 
and has now snapped back to a small 
rubber band." Dr. John S. Scott, an 
associate professor in the school of 
speech and the University's senior black 
faculty member, said. 
Scott, who has been at the University 
since 1965. said by this he means that 
the slight gains made in the early 70s 
have been eroded by the losses in the late 
70s 
The number of black students and 
faculty members are less today in 
relation to the proportional growth of the 
University, he added. 
Contrary to Scott's belief. Dr. Richard 
R Eakin, vice provost for institutional 
planning and student affairs, cited 
statistics indicating the University's 
black population steadily increased 
during the last decade. 
IN 1969, there were about 120 black 
students at the University, compared to 
just more than 650 blacks in 1974 and 
about 800 black students today, Eakin 
noted. 
"The Univeristy has become much 
more multi-cultural during the 70s," 
Eakin said. 
"Proportionally to the growth of the 
school  since 1969,  the growth of  the 
minority student population has not been 
that great." Scott said 
Eakin again cited statistics showing 
that blacks comprised .87 percent of the 
student population in 1969, and today 
they account for 4.7 percent of the 
student body. 
In the early 70s, Eakin said a "con- 
scious commitment" was made by the 
University to the aiding of minority 
students 
PART OF THIS commitment was the 
active recruitment of minorities, he said, 
adding that the statistics prove this 
commitment 
Another concern Scott expressed is 
the apparent stagnation in the number of 
black faculty members hired by the 
University during the '70s. 
"When I came here, there was only one 
more black faculty member," Scott said. 
Dr. Charles L Means, vice provost for 
educational development, agreed with 
Scott that the number of black faculty 
members should be increased. 
ACCORDING TO figures obtained from 
Resource Planning Handbook, there were 
12 black faculty members in 1978. 
"We have made great strides forward in 
the 70s,'' Eakin said. "We are not without 
our problems in human relations, but 
there are many of us concerned in 
making a further commitment." 
The human relations problem Eakin is 
referring to are those of apparent racial 
discrimination at the University. 
"Let's face it, this University...Is a 
white, middle class, bourgeois, racist 
institution," Robert Home, the first 
chairman of the Black Student Union, 
said in a 1970 University publication 
entitled, "Brothers and Sisters at 
Bowling Green," 
Richard A. Lenhart, assistant vice 
provost for student activities, said 
Home's statement was correct at that 
time, but he said he feels the University 
cannot be categorized today. 
He said the early 70s were a "growing 
period for the entire University." The 
University changed presidents in 1970, 
and along with that change came an 
apparent change in the attitudes of 
minority students. 
During this period, the nation was 
going through the black consciousness 
movement. Martin Luther King was at his 
peak of influence and the University 
began experiencing racial unrest. 
Feeling excluded from University 
activities, members of the BSU Issued a 
set of eight demands—one of which was 
the formation of a committee to In- 
vestigate racial discrimination and 
segregation-to the administration in 
May, 1970. 
If the demands were not acted on, the 
BSU threatened to initiate a campaign to 
discourage blacks students from 
enrolling at the University. 
"The type of tension that was felt was 
the tension that accompanies change," 
Lenhart   said.   "It   was  not   the  racial 
tension that paralleled the civil rights and 
King movements. 
LENHART SAID he does not perceive 
racial tension existing today. 
Clarence Terry Jr., director of financial 
aid and admissions for the Student 
Development Program, was a member of 
the first BSU and he also said the at- 
mosphere in the early 70s was different 
than today. 
Terry said the tension present at this 
time was coming "across the board;" 
both white and black students felt they 
were being discriminated against. 
The problem lies in the roots of the 
students, he said, adding that blacks 
came to the University from 
predominantly black areas, and whites 
came from predominantly white areas. 
Terry said he does not feel racial 
discrimination exists as much today 
because of the Increased Interaction 
between students. 
"THE STUDENTS have accepted each 
other more than the community has 
accepted the (minority) students," he 
added. 
However, several other University staff 
members view the present racial at- 
mosphere differently. 
"There has been a deterioration of the 
atmosphere," Dr. John F. Newby, 
director of the Developmental Education 
Program, said. 
Newby said he does not perceive an 
continued 
In 1979 minority ttudents 
gather In front ol McFall 
center to protest against 
discrimination and 
segregation in certain 
University activities. 
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"openness and free exchange of ideas" 
among the races 
"I've heard the commitment (to 
minorities) voiced, and I think with 
sincerity, but much remains to be done," 
he added. 
Means and Dr. Ernest A. Champion, 
associate director of the Ethnic Studies 
Department, agreed with Newby that the 
University's atmosphere is one of racism. 
"To assume that there is no racial 
discrimination is an extremely naive 
assumption," Means said. 
-THERE IS unquestionably a positive 
atmosphere for white students. Minority 
students only want this same positive 
atmosphere. Harassment occurs all of 
the time. There are incidents which occur 
every week that never make it to the 
newspapers." he said 
Champion agreed that "it would be 
foolish to think there isn't any racism." 
He also agreed that a positive effect 
may develop Irom reporting racism 
because it makes the University aware of 
its existence. 
While it is uncertain whether the racial 
atmosphere has improved, it is apparent 
that minority students have made many 
gains during the'70s. 
Lenhart attributed many gains lo the 
early efforts of the BSU. 
"Before the BSU became active, I don't 
think the University was aware of the 
differences which existed between the 
cultures," Lenhart said. 
Among the initial BSU demands were 
that an ethnic studies program and a 
minority recruitment program be formed. 
THESE GOALS were initiated in 1969. 
however, both programs blossomed in 
the mid and late '70s. 
"The greatest commitment to minority 
students the University has made in the 
'70s was the departmentalization of 
ethnic studies," Means said. 
Dr. Robert L. Perry, director of the 
Ethnic Studies Department, said the 
program began as a support service In 
1969 and was not reclassified until this 
summer, when it was departmentalized. 
Perry said a fallacy that surrounds the 
program is that ethnic studies means 
minority studies. The University's study 
of ethnics focuses mainly on black, 
Latino and general ethnics, including 
white studies, he added. 
WHEN PERRY began the program he 
was the only faculty member: today the 
department has four full-time Ph.Ds, one 
half-time instructor, one quarter-time 
instructor, one part-time instructor and 
reknown author James Baldwin as a 
distinguished visiting professor. 
Champion said he feels Baldwin's 
presence "has been a definite gain for 
minority students." 
The BSU's request for a minority 
recruitment program led to the formation 
of the Student Development Program. 
"Before that there wasn't an agency, 
department or program where minority 
students could go to talk about their 
problems and social differences," Terry 
said. 
SDP began in 1968 by counseling 38 
minority students. In 1975, this number 
had risen to about 875 and today it Is 
serving more than 1,200 students. 
TERRY SAID minority student 
recruitment is important and will remain 
important in the University's future in 
light of projected declines in college 
enrollment. 
Lenhart said all universities today are 
recruiting   minorities   because   of   the 
amount of lederal and state funds 
available. This may make the University's 
commitment difficult in the future, he 
added. 
SDP also has become more active in 
the recruitment of minority graduate 
students through its Project Search 
Peace S. Champion, coordinator of 
Project Search, said there were only 10- 
12 minority graduate students at the 
University in 1972, the year the program 
began. 
Today, Champion said there are 123 
minority graduate students, about 10 
percent of the total graduate enrollment. 
ANOTHER MINORITY generally 
overlooked are Latinos, Lenhart said this 
group also has made many gains at the 
University. 
He said the efforts of the Latin Student 
Union, founded in 1972, in recruiting 
Latinos through its "Latino Preview Day" 
should be commended. 
Lenhart said he also has seen a large 
increase in minority programming in his 
20 years at the University. 
THE ANNUAL Black Culture Week 
(now Black History Month) and the 
recent Pan-African extravaganza have 
done much to share the "black ex- 
perience" with the community. Lenhart 
said. 
Lenhart also credited Scott with 
providing new insight into black culture 
by developing "one of the finest black 
theaters." 
Scott, director of the Third World 
Theater, said the theater developed out of 
early student efforts in black theater. 
He said the University's black theater 
program evolved from what was 
originally called "Mojo Theater." 
This later became the Black Theater 
Emphasis, 1972-73, and in 1976 the Third 
World Theater formed. 
Scott, also said his role in the foun- 
ding of the The Obsidian was "one of the 
most dramatic changes I was involved 
In." 
HE SAID two black students ap- 
proached him in 1976 with a paper ready 
to go to press but no money. 
He gave them a check for $157 and 
said, "Well, go publish it." 
Since then, The Obsidian has 
progressed to its present stalus-an 
official publication of the University-and 
this year for the first time it received 
general fee funds. 
In the late 70s, the BSU continued to 
take a active role and this activism 
climaxed May 24. This was when the 
present BSU issued its list of 12 
demands to the University ad- 
ministration. 
Both Angela L. Foote and Joseph C. 
Jordan, president and ombudsman of the 
BSU, respectively, refused to be in- 
terviewed on the BSU's role in the late 
'70s. 
HOWEVER, MOST of the projections 
of those interviewed hinge on the suc- 
cess of one of last spring's demands: the 
formation of a Human Relations Com- 
mission. 
The HRC met Tuesday for the first 
time. 
"Everything hinges on what the HRC 
achieves," Newby said. 
Besides the HRC, another apparent 
concern is the further integration of 
minority students into the "total student 
body concept." 
Terry Mid the key to the '80s is 
eliminating special interest groups. 
"It's going to have to be," Terry said. 
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'Time to be bold,' 
as University 
adjusts to 1980s 
MICHAEL FERRARI 
Critical limes are predicted lor the 1980s lor the 
nation's universities. Warnings ol fewer students, 
fewer dollars and vacant rooms have been sounded at 
some institutions. 
The University may have to lace that predicament 
someday. For that reason. The News Interviewed 
Provost Michael R. Ferrari about what Is ahead lor the 
University In the 1980s The following Is an edited 
version ol the Interview. 
Q: How much has the University accomplished in the 
1970s? 
A: I think we've accomplished quite a bit. We have 
added a number of new programs over the course of the 
decade. We have seen the establishment and growth of 
the College of Health and Community Services. We 
have seen the addition of four new doctoral programs 
at the graduate level. We have seen a great increase in 
the number of master's programs. We have seen some 
redirection of some fairly traditional kinds of graduate 
programs, such as philosophy, with a more applied 
emphasis at a time when it looked like enrollment 
would be hurting in the humanities. 
I think we've seen overall a general Increase In the 
quality of academic programs at the institution, as 
measured through the faculty we've been able to attract 
and maintain. At least subjectively, it's seen through 
the work of some of our graduates and alumni and what 
they've been able to accomplish. 
Q: Is there a firm set of goals for the University for 
the'80s? 
A: We're working on that right now, in a sense 
recasting the goals we had for the '70s. The centrality 
of our goals speaks to the sense of what a quality, 
residential, regional university is all about—a public 
institution. 
We'll be introducing a more systematic way of 
program review and program evaluation, which will be 
our major record of achievements and ac- 
complishments in our programs. We will be in a period 
of stability, we hope, as far as our overall size, which is 
what we have been in the '70s, at least relatively 
speaking. We expect It to continue in the '80s. 
We are very concerned about the projected 
enrollment declines in the mid to latter part of the '80s. 
statt photo by F rank Breithaupt 
Being a school that draws primarily on a traditional 
college-age population, we have much more concern 
for that then if we were in an urban environment. So 
that means we will and have placed heavy emphasis on 
the recruitment of undergraduate students, particularly 
good students. 
Q: I suppose there is a danger of when you're 
recruiting, everyone else out there is recruiting, and 
there is a smaller number out there, there is a tendency 
for standards to go down. 
A: Certainly. Well, I guess what we're hoping is that 
now at a time when the institution does enjoy a 
favorable reputation across the state as well as the 
region as a matter of fact, it is important that we get 
that kind of momentum continuing and accelerating 
over the next few years, so that its a kind of a buffer 
and leads us into the mid and latter part of the '80s, so 
that our applicant pool is substantially greater than the 
five or six thousand It Is now-that the applicant pool 
becomes ten, twelve, fifteen thousand. We're trying to 
draw from that freshman class, knowing full well 
everybody's going out there looking for students and 
looking for good students. 
Q: Are there any plans for expansion? 
A: There will be shifts in programs. That's something 
we will have to be dealing with as we are right now. 
How do you accommodate the student interest In 
business and drop off in some other areas? What 
happens if in three or four years from now that turns 
around the other way, business stabilizes, and starts to 
drop off and some sciences, arts and humanities come 
back and education comes back, which is what is being 
predicted-there will be a teacher shortage in the mid- 
'80s. 
Q: Will there be changes In teaching standards? 
A: I don't really believe so. We are, and I think It is 
being lead by the Faculty Senate and Its leadership, 
making a lot of noise about this time about teaching 
effectiveness. I think it stems from a couple areas. One 
is realization and a commitment on the part of at least 
this faculty that teaching Is the dominant theme of 
Bowling Green. 
I think good teaching is our greatest insurance for 
the future. In terms of what students say about us 
when they leave, we've always known that's the major 
thing  that   brings new students. 
I'm not sure the standards will change per se with 
regard to teaching as much as preoccupation with 
trying to do a better job in the classroom, the 
laboratory and the studio. I think the emphasis upon it 
from the institutional point will increase. We will 
hopefully develop new ways to help professors be 
better teachers. We're talking now about creating a 
center for teaching effectiveness, and so on. I think all 
those things I hope will add up to a climate because of 
more effective teaching without necessarily trying to 
say, "Why don't we just increase our standards." 
Q: What about those who say you should teach the 
basics? 
A: Well, for many faculty, of course, you just wonder 
why they have to do it at all. It should have been done 
somewhere else. The fact of the matter is that probably 
one out of every five—if our statistics are accurate on 
our students right now, most of them come from the 
upper half of their high school classes-come to the 
institution with mathematic and writing skills that 
prompt us to put them into a remedial program. This 
number in percentages has been growing the last two 
years. It't likely to keep growing. 
So whether we like It or not we are going to be 
making more and more demands upon the students. 
Q: Can the University do It? Can you teach the basics 
they've missed In 12 years ol school? 
A: That's a very good point. To some extent we 
probably can, at least to look at some of the results of 
the work so far in our writing laboratory as one example 
of whether students really do improve. So far, from the 
evaluation that I have seen over there, it is very im- 
pressive in what students can do in a fairly short period 
ol time with fair attention to It. 
I think that students realize that without that kind of 
competency being developed, even if they make it 
through the institution, they stumble all over their face 
once they get out of this place. They're going to realize 
they are going to have to have this basic competency. 
We're going to try to do our best. 
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Q: One thing we know lor sure is that it will cost 
more lor a college education in the '80s. How will the 
University handle that? 
A: That's a very good question. I'm not really sure 
yet. I guess that's one ol those things you can't be sure 
of. What will the role of federal and slate government 
be as tuitions rise? 
My guess is the governments won't be eager to 
provide more and more support than they have already. 
It will exacerbate the demographic trends and make it 
more difficult. 
We are going to obviously internally at this in- 
stitution become more concerned about using our 
resources more wisely. That may mean different kinds 
of instructional methodologies, a lot of different kinds 
of things to become more efficient. 
Levels are comparable to what many of these people 
would get outside or what other occupational groups 
get. So if the state doesn't turn around and give us the 
money to pay it, we turn to the student. The student 
pretty soon is going to say, "Tilt, you placed yourself 
out of my market." 
Q: Do you foresee a day when colleges, while not to 
the extent of high schools in 70s, are going to do some 
bell tightening? 
A: Yes, and it could become like the high schools in 
the 70s. It could well be as we get more and more into 
these '80s, especially toward the latter part of the 
decade. If we're starting to feel these kind of pressures, 
yes, you do start doing a lot of other kinds of things. If 
this institution were to lose two or three thousand 
students from our current base we would have a lot of 
problems right now. 
We've been blinded from all that during the 70s. 
Many schools did face it. Kent State had to learn how 
to live being smaller, Ohio University had to learn how 
to live to be smaller Bowling Green didn't We've had 
full dormitories, lull occupancies, no enrollment 
problems and all the rest So to some extent, this 
institution has really been spoiled, in the positive 
sense, because we have not had to deal with those 
kinds ol tensions of how one has to go about trying to 
deliver a quality institution and all the rest while 
getting smaller. 
0: Is it inevitable? 
A: To some extent, I think it is. We are trying to take 
steps now so that smaller size of the institution, if it 
comes, will come in a very gradual way. We will not 
wake up some September morning and find a couple 
thousand students gone, which is what happened at 
Kent. It will be a more gradual decline and more 
predictable and one that you can plan for. 
Q: Has the public's image of college changed? 
A: Yes. I think there's a fairly big difference Society 
expects a great deal more from us, legislatures expect 
a great deal more, citizens, the students themselves 
and the whole thrust ol consumerism has hit higher 
education like everyone else. We ourselves are 
demanding much more self-criticism on what we're 
doing, not doing, how we're doing what we're doing. 
The fact that education generally and higher education 
particularly is not really a favored child necessarily in 
society in terms of funding, recognition, whatever. It 
makes people, especially those in education, feel more 
threatened. It's not an easy gravy train anymore where 
you just put out your hand and rake the money in. You 
have to justify everything to yourself and to others. 
There is no question we are much more in a fish bowl 
now then we have ever been in terms of everybody 
looking at us-accountabihty for every dollar we spend, 
lor every goal we pursue, lor every action we've taken, 
everybody wanting to second guess every decision 
made on everything. 
Q: Are you optimistic? 
A: Oh, very much. I'm very optimistic. There are 
enough reasons why one ought to be pessimistic, but 
at least for this institution. 
There are going to be financial uncertainties, human 
resource uncertainties. We have not been, as you 
know, hit with collective bargaining, as most other 
universities have at least in their classified area and as 
more other universities are becoming in their faculty 
area, so we have not talked about what that element 
could add to an institution. But all the uncertainties are 
out there, all the reasons why we ought to be more and 
more defensive, I guess Bui my own posture is that 
this is the lime to be bolder, lo take some more risks, 
not lo draw the wagons very close around you to keep 
everybody oul and just become threatened everytime 
anybody says anything. 
I think it's time now to really push out. If we think we 
are really good and strong then we ought to welcome 
certain kinds of reviews of what we do internally and 
externally, and I think we need to develop a posture 
much more optimistic. It is just too easy right now and 
too tempting to say, "Gees, we'll never make it." 
People have said, "You're the kind of a school, given 
the kind of students you draw, you're really going to 
have troubles. You're not going to survive the 80s I 
just don't see any point to that kind of cynicism and 
pessimism. I don't think it goes anywhere We'll 
survive the '80s. 
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1970:   Government   policies   provoked   demonstrations   by   Bowling   Green   college 
students. 
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Decade turns the nation ske 
by     Gary     Benz 
Putting a label on a decade like the 1970s is not an 
easy task. 
In a decade that began with anti-Vietnam sen- 
timent and Watergate, moved into the Arab oil 
embargo, the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks and 
now the Iranian crisis, the political make-up has 
changed so drastically both in the United States and 
abroad that even experts have a hard time describing 
what has happened. 
"The '70s are a little deceptive because the kinds 
ol activity have changed," Dr. Dennis M. Anderson, 
assistant professor of political science, says. 
Anderson explained that because of events like 
the SALT talks, the Iranian crisis and the oil em- 
bargo, the potential is there in the '80s for the same 
kind of turmoil that this country experienced in the 
'60s. 
ANDERSON, DR. Joseph B. Perry Jr., professor 
of sociology, and Dr. William C. Spragens, 
associate professor of political science, agree that 
the United States has become a more conservative 
nation in this decade. 
"Basically and mildly there Is a trend of con- 
servatism In domestic affairs that will extend to the 
mid '80s," Spragens said. "This is caused by a 
higher percentage of conservatives and moderates 
elected in the 70s." 
Perry and Anderson pointed out that many polls 
indicate that the country is more conservative now 
than when the decade began. 
"A lot of people think the U.S. population has 
become more conservative, but it's a complicated 
question," Perry said. 
"PEOPLE ARE more aggressive about Iran as they 
increase their consciousness, but people are also 
more conservative about things like property 
distribution and abortion," he said. 
Me said that over the last 10 years, students at the 
University have become more conservative about 
religion and economics, but added that there is 
more alcohol use now and students are more liberal 
in their style of dress and musical taste. 
Another point the three agree on is that 
throughout this decade there has been increasing 
distrust of U.S. government leaders. 
"When they (government leaders) blow smoke up 
your ass as many times as they have, you distrust 
them," Anderson said. 
"WE DID run through a period of cynicism 
following the Vietnam-Watergate era," Spragens 
said. "Maybe we don't have the same cynicism that 
existed in the early or middle part of the decade, but 
we still have a sort of mistrust or inhibited con- 
fidence in our leaders." 
Spragens added that although there may be a 
healing process, it is still in its early stages. It will 
take time for public leaders to regain the respect and 
confidence of the people, he said. 
Does this distrust of our leaders inhibit their 
ability to function? 
"I think it's bound to." Spragens said. "I don't 
know if it's insolvable, but it takes time to earn 
respect back." 
DOES THIS distrust lead to apathy? 
"We're not really apathetic," Anderson said. He 
explained that it is a rare person who concerns 
himself with issues that don't concern his 
pocketbook or values. 
"A lot of people don't believe there Is an energy 
shortage. I think this is a definite reflection of the 
lack of credibility in our leaders," he said. 
That same energy shortage, according to the 
three, probably will have more of an effect on our 
lives in the years to come than any other single 
event of this decade. 
"WITH  THE energy shortage,  our standard of 
living will have to go down," Anderson said. 
Spragens said that "one of the whole problems 
with the (energy) shortage is that it is a developing 
crisis down the road, but it is affecting prices now." 
Both Perry and Anderson said one problem with 
the energy shortage is a lack of leadership. 
Perry said, "It's been poor leadership. There has 
not been much effort to persuade us to change 
consumption use. There also has not been much 
effort to change to mass transportation." 
ANDERSON ADDED, "I'm not sure the Carter 
administration has been all that clear-headed about 
the oil situation.'' 
As crises like the energy shortage, Watergate and, 
more recently, the Iranian situation occur, the 
competency of our leaders, as well as the strength 
of the political parties behind them, is questioned. 
"I think they (political parties) are weak right 
now," Spragens said. "But I don't know il it will 
continue. 
"I think the Republican party is still recovering 
from Watergate, but it's far from dead." 
ANDERSON SAID he thinks there is a trend away 
from party politics, but that the parties will remain. 
"The parties will stay but their functions will be 
different-they'll be less active." he said. 
Anderson said that instead of the parties mer- 
chandising the candidates, "merchandising will be 
taken over by candidates who have or have access to 
great wealth." 
The whole breakdown of the party system can be 
attributed to the inability of leaders to lead, he said. 
HE SAID that the only way to strengthen the 
parties now is to have a clear concern from the 
national elites. 
Spragens said weak parties are a result of the 
increase In the number of people who call them- 
selves independents. 
"Right now we find the number of people who call 
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1979: Antl nuclear protests brought a new wave of political activism to the University. 
ptical, conservative, cynical 
themselves   independents   is around  30  percent. 
Neither party has a majority," he said. 
As the party system continues to weaken, all 
three agree that the electorate is becoming more 
informed. 
SPRAQENS SAIO that the electorate has the 
opportunity to be more Informed, but that there has 
to be some motivation to be informed. 
"There is always a group-maybe 10 percent of the 
population-that will always follow events closely. 
However, even the less-informed are becoming more 
informed than they used to be," Spragens said. 
VVhlle the oil shortage and Watergate were gar- 
nering the headlines in this decade, other social- 
political movements became issues of increasing 
importance as the decade progressed. 
ACCORDING TO Anderson, "There is a view that 
technology will save us. and the environment is here 
to conquer. We're going to have to live more 
collectively, less selfishly and more simply if we're 
going to solve the environmental problem. 
"It is possible, but I'm skeptical, whether or not 
we'll be able to solve our environmental problems. 
There is the good possibility that politics in the '80s 
may revolve around the adherence to an en- 
vironmental ethic," he said. 
Besides the increasing energy shortage, 
Anderson and Perry said, the anti-nuclear movement 
probably will continue to be a dominant issue in the 
1980s. 
"The anti-nuke movement will continue to be 
active in the '80s, especially if there is another Three 
Mile Island incident," Perry said. 
ANDERSON ECHOED that statement and added, 
We'll probably have to evacuate a big city before we 
put an end to that nonsense (nuclear power). 
"This kind of politics-environment va. 
technology-will be the kind of politics that will 
divide society in a new and different way," he said. 
Another issue that may remain dominant in the 
'80s is the women's movement. 
"ERA (Equal Rights Amendment) has changed 
our awareness," Spragens said. "Many things that 
weren't accepted are." 
WILL WE see the ERA passed in the next decade? 
"They need three more states. I would give it four 
chances in 10 of it becoming an amendment," 
Spragens said. 
Other issues that had a social and political impact 
in the '70s may not continue into the '80s, including 
the tax revolt and the concern for human rights 
violations. 
With the passing of Howard Jarvis' tax-slashing 
Proposition 13 in California came an increased 
interest in controlling governmental spending. 
"I DON'T want to overemphasize Proposition 13." 
Spragens said, "but I think there should be better 
control of spending and it should be more 
proportional." 
Anderson said, "The tax revolt is a very powerful 
noise. But it's the sort of thing that comes and goes. 
It may have a long-term effect in that people will 
question governmental spending, but I don't think 
that it will continue like the women's or the en- 
vironmental movement. It will probably rise again 
when people start feeling pinched." 
Perry said although there probably will be more 
gay movements and tax revolts, "I'd be cautious to 
say if they'll be dominant or not." 
In light of Iran, one movement that seems to be 
coming back into vogue is patriotism. 
"PATRIOTISM WAS always there, it just needed 
something to bring it back out," Anderson said. 
Perry said that one must define what is meant by 
patriotism before it can be established if there is a 
move toward more patriotism. 
"The Vietnam war protesters claimed they were 
more patriotic than those who fought in the war," 
Perry said. 
He added that although the Iranian crisis is 
making everyone more patriotic, he is not sure 
whether it will be a dominant movement. 
ALTHOUGH IT appears that there are new social 
and political movements starting every day, one has 
to wonder if the country is too splintered to have a 
real social movement. 
"When people push for one thing, a counter group 
pushes for something else," Perry said. "I don't 
really think there's likely something will override the 
splits in the country unless it is vague.'' 
Anderson said even though the United States is a 
very splintered society, it has a lot of social 
movements 
"I don't think that our me-first style of thinking 
will stop social movements,'' he said. 
WITH ALL the problems and issues confronting 
the people, what kind of shape is the United States 
in as the decade comes to a close? 
"I think we're probably in better shape than when 
we started out the decade," Spragens said. "I 
recognize many problems but I see no reason why 
we can't solve them." 
Anderson said that if Americans are to solve their 
problems in the future, "we may have to redesign 
much of our society." 
He added, "There will have to be some value 
changes. We will have to learn to live with less. 
There is nothing that suggests that governing will be 
easier in the future." 
Perry agreed with Anderson and said, "We have a 
lot of problems. We have some that have extreme 
significance that if they're npt solved, they could 
hurt many people. Other problems, if they lack a 
solution, won't destroy us. 
"We've got a real good population." he said 
"American people are capable of working hard and 
being resourceful if given half an chance." 
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Women's sports take major strides 
by  Dan  Firestone 
The list of women who completed the 1970 New York 
City Marathon is not very long-there were none. 
On Oct. 21. 1979. Grete Waitz ot Norwary smashed 
her own world record, pacing her way through the New 
York streets in two hours. 27 minutes and 33 seconds, 
finishing first of 1.800 women runners 
II reflects part of a phenomenon unequalled by 
anything else in the sports world of the 1970s--the rise 
of women's athletics. 
IN THE LAST 10 years there has been a major in- 
crease in sports participation by women, and at 
Bowling Green. Athletic Director Jim Lessig said he 
thinks, "the 70s have been the birth of women's 
sports In the 80s. Ihey will grow. 
By the end of the next decade, if they (women's 
sports) are not on par with the men's, they'll be darn 
close 
Bowling Green's women's sports teams started 
intercollegiate competition during the 1976-77 season 
with learns in basketball, field hockey, golf, gym- 
nastics, lacrosse, swimming.synchronized swimming, 
tennis. Irack. cross country and volleyball, along with 
co-ed fencing. 
THREE YEARS later, synchronized swimming and 
fencing have been dropped from the varsity level, but 
softball was added to the list last spring. 
And while the Falcon hockey team was bringing 
Bowling Green into the national limelight during the 
70s. the most successful women's loam, without 
question, was the swimming team. 
The swimmers have six straight state cham- 
pionships, while the track team won thr 3 state titles 
from 1976 through 1978. And the gyrr aslics team 
gained its first state crown last seas: -, after four 
straight years as runner-up. 
"The reason our swimming team has : jen so suc- 
cessful. " Associate Athletic Director C ole Huston 
said, "is because Jean Campbell had ceveloped a 
strong program before the grants-in-aid started in 
1976. 
"I'd like to see us continue the success. I think Tom 
tswimming coach Tom Stubbs) is doing a tremendous 
WW'W" 
m*m*» 
Stan photo by Frank Brellhaupl 
A Falcon swimmer reces through the water at Cooper Pool. Bowling Gram's woman's swimming 
team had a successful decade, winning six straight state championships. 
iob, but his hands are tied by the limited amount of 
grants." 
AT PRESENT 31 full grants-in-aid are alloted to the 
11 women's sports teams, with six out-of-state fees. 
The funding for scholarships has increased from about 
$34,000 to $84,000. 
Bui even that all may change drastically, after a 
government ruling this week called for proportional 
distribution of scholarships, meaning the percent of 
grants lo women athletes must be the same as the 
percent of women in the athletic program. 
it is yet another action by the government lo bring 
equality to women's athletics, that had its major boost 
with Title IX in 1972. 
"I think the last three years have been productive 
years as far as the grants-in-aids program," but Huston 
said, "but we're not really close to compliance with 
Title IX." 
Dr. Eldon E. Snyder, a specialist in the study of 
sport, said, "Title IX will probably provide equal op- 
portunity, but not equal money." 
Congratulations to the Fall 1979 
initiates and officers of 
Phi Eta Sigma. 
A special thanks to the 
past officers: 
Vern Fawcett • President 
Lee Allison - Vice President 
Barry Cox - Secretary 
Mark Rasch - Treasurer 
and best wishes for a good year 
to the new officers: 
Mark Rasch - President Susan Mabee - Secretary 
Penny Cockrell - Vice President Randy Blome - Treasurer 
We would also like to extend a very appreciative 
thanks to Dr. Lester Barber who is stepping down 
after 7 years as acting advisor and to wish his 
replacement, Dr. Douglas Fricke, the best of hick. 
. stockV*/ 
in^merica. 
You've heard 
of bonds to build 
a school, well here 
are some bonds 
to go to school. 
U.S. Savings 
Bonds. 
SNYDER, A University sociology professor, said the 
public is much more willing to accept and appreciate 
women athletes today. 
"In 1975, when we were studying this, they (women 
athletes) received a stigma about participation. But 
that continues to break down with more participation. 
More and more people see their daughters and sisters 
involved. 
"I think in the 70s, Bille Jean King was responsible 
for drawing attention to the female athlete. 
"Title IX has helped in the opening up of women's 
sports programs and the expansion of teams." 
At Bowling Green, Huston said the program has not 
added many teams because the program was already 
much broader than most schools, even before in- 
tercollegiate competition. 
"WE HAD A broad range of sports to start with in 
1976," she said. "Other schools can say 'Hey, we've 
really increased our women's programs.' But at BG we 
already had a broad program due mostly to the 
women's physical education program, which is one of 
the best in the Midwest. 
"Women's sports have been around. The '70s have 
just had the most dramatic influence than any other 
time in our history. There's two reasons for that. 
"First, the women's movement and second, the 
federal legislation. The sad thing is it takes federal 
legislation to dictate how we treat each other. But if 
that's what it takes, I'm glad it finally arrived. 
"Now parents realize what's good for their son is 
good for their daughter." 
Huston said that she hopes the continual im- 
provements of women's sports do not come at the 
expense of men's teams. 
"I don't see why the men would have to suffer," she 
said. "That would be like playing Robin Hood. But I 
don't know where the money will come from. I wish I 
had the answers." 
Those answers will come-in the 1980s. 
"Senior Send Off" 
Sat. Dec. 8 7-10 p.m. 
Alumni Room - Union 
[Featured Speaker James Baldwin 
Refreshments served 
Free and open to All 
SPONSORED W BLACK STUDENT UNION 
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Rock in the '70s 
Audience welcomes new styles 
by Marc Hugunin 
last In a series 
It's always difficult to judge the 
significance of recent events, whether 
poltical. musical or whatever. Any at- 
tempt to select the major trend In rock 
music during 1979 is, thus, a risky 
proposition. It's particularly tempting to 
find a trend that might serve to capsulize 
their development of rock throughout the 
1970s, but that's a riskier proposition yet. 
So let's begin this survey of rock in 
1979 with a quick review of several of the 
year's best recordings, listed in rough 
order of their apparent value. 
1. "Bob Dylan at Budokan" is clearly the 
year's most exciting recording. This 
concert album offers a dazzling sum- 
mation of Dylan's "second career" - his 
search for new relevance in the 1970s. 
Brilliant rearrangements of his '60s 
classics - "Like A Rolling Stone," "I 
Want You," "All Along the Watchtower" 
and "All I Really Want To Do" to name a 
few - exorcise the ghosts of legends 
past. Meanwhile, a second, 70s 
repertory - "Simple Twist of Fate," 
"Knockin' on Heaven's Door" and "Is 
Your Love In Vain?" for example - 
suddenly seems almost as impressive as 
the first. Those who still insist that 
"Dylan can't sing" are invited to consider 
his brilliantly original phrasing, which 
overshadows even the wonderful 
diversity and fiery execution of the 
arrangements as the recording's 
strongest point. 
"SLOW TRAIN COMING" seems, In 
this light, to be an only partially suc- 
cessful but highly suggestive beginning 
to a third career phase. Dylan's 
collaboration with newcomer Mark 
Knopf ler is part of his continuing attempt 
to stay "Forever Young," I suppose. 
2. Speaking of Knopfler, his singing, 
songwriting and guitar-playing debut on 
"Dire Straits" and "Communique" is the 
the most auspicious beginning any 
rocker to emerge during the 1970s, with 
the obvious exception of Bruce 
Springsteen, has accomplished. 
"Sultans of Swing" and "Once Upon A 
Time in the West" might be a career's 
worth of classics for most artists. 
Knopfler. I suspect, will be back with 
many more. 
3. ZAPPA RECORDS' initial releases, 
Frank's "Sheik Yeibouti" and "Joe's 
Garage," are the year's most outrageous. 
Bob Dylan 
tkctch courtoty of Music Library 
But after the shock of such tasteless 
(but. let's admit it, witty) trash as 
"Jewish Princess" its sequel, "Catholic 
Girls," "Broken Hearts Are For Assholes" 
and "Why Does It Hurt When I Pee?" 
wears off, Zappa's strikingly original 
guitar style and imposing arranging skills 
remain. 
4. Ry Cooder's "Bop Til You Drop" is 
billed as rock's first all-digital recording. 
Bui while the new recording process 
produces as clean and crisp a sound as 
any audiophile could ask, the difference 
will escape the casual listener when the 
album is played on less-than-state-of- 
the-art equipment. However, Cooder's 
eloquent slide guitar and loving 
arrangements of such oldies as "Go 
Home Girl'' and "I Think It's Gonna Work 
Out Fine" will please any fan of un- 
pretentious Country and R & B in- 
fluenced rock. 
5. Tim Weisberg's " Night Ride" and 
Pat Metheny's "New Chataqua" offer 
widely differing but equally lyrical jazz- 
rock sounds. Weisberg's flute gets the 
full production treatment while 
Metheny's acoustic guitar gets sparse 
accompaniment. Both stick to attractive, 
long-lined romantic melodies. 
6:'REEL TO REEL" by the Climax Blues 
Band, Supertramp's "Breakfast in 
America," "Desolation Angels" by Bad 
Compoany and Tom Petty's "Damn the 
Torpedoes" capture something of the 
variety in today's hard rock sounds. 
Climax's roots lie in late '60s Yardbirds- 
influenced blues-rock, Supertramp's in 
early '70s progressive rock, Bad Com- 
pany's in heavy metal-hard rock and 
Petty's in recent new-wave tendencies. 
Yet all share the contemporary insistence 
on both songwriting and vocal skill, and 
hard-driving rock accompaniment. 
Instrumental flash for its own sake has 
become a thing of the past, I hope. 
Well, now comes the hard pan-what 
does this baker's dozen of the year's top 
recordings add up to? What can we 
conclude about the state of the art as we 
approach a new decade? How can we 
summarize the trends of the '70s? 
The following random conclusions 
come to mind: 
During the 70s a succession of styles 
splashed onto the scene to massive but 
short-lived fanfare. Progressive rock, the 
singer-songwriters, jazz-rock, the oldies 
revival, art-rock, blues-rock. Southern- 
rock, heavy metal, urban rock, country- 
rock, new wave - each has had its 
moment of glory. By 1979 all seem 
relatively equal In prominence, each with 
its vocal partisans. 
This proliferation of sounds and styles 
can be attributed, in part, to the in- 
creasing sophistication of rock 
marketing techniques. The big record 
companies have become more and more 
adept at locating and satisfying distinct 
segments of the rock audience. They're 
equally adept, however, at quickly over- 
exposing any new trend, thus 
foreshortening its life expectancy 
considerably. 
ROCK    PROMOTERS   ALSO       have 
become more adept at career-building 
They sell us artists and careers, that is. 
instead of mere records. Once 
established, artists can survive an oc- 
casional bomb, a long period of inactivity 
or an abrupt change of style 
This helps explain a second ron- 
clusion drawn from our survey of this 
year's best recordings -- the durability of 
some of their creators Dylan and Zappa 
have survived about IS years each in the 
cut-throat world of pop music, an 
unheard of accomplishment in the '50s or 
'60s. 
The regular emergence of exciting 
young artists, typified in 1979 by Dire 
Straits' "overnight sensation" and Tom 
Petty's maturing, is an even better omen 
for the future, however. If "rock n' roll is 
here to stay," as the song proclaims, it 
needs this constant infusion of new 
blood and new ideas. 
A growing emphasis on futuristic 
production technologies and techniques 
also is apparent in our survey -- in Ry 
Cooder's adoption of the new digital 
recording process, in Zappa's com- 
bination of concert tracks and studio 
overdubs and in the common reliance on 
sythesizers and other exotic electronic 
instruments. This technological overkill, 
once restricted to the art-rock ' or 
progressive category, now cuts across 
most stylistic lines and shows no signs 
of abating in the near future. 
FINALLY, ROCK'S lack of interest in 
social and political issues in the late 70s 
is apparent. Dylan's protest anthems 
have greater nostalgic than political 
appeal. Zappa's flaunting of verbal 
taboos arises from commercial rather 
than revolutionary motives. 
Rock no longer reflects social and 
cultural reality, then, as many critics 
have claimed? Nonsense. 
Rather, the social and cultural reality 
for today's rock audiences is no longer 
one in which political concerns are 
primary. A flailing economy and the end 
of the Vietnam conflict, the military draft 
and Richard Nixon's divisive presidency 
have created a mood in which individual 
survival and security seem more im- 
portant than broad issues of national 
policy. 
ON THE OTHER hand, a slight but 
unmistakable return to harder sounds in 
1979 after a general mellowing over the 
last few years suggests that today's 
teens and young adults are not entirely 
satisfied and complacent about the 
quality of life as it is lived in con- 
temporary America. The undercurrent of 
hostility in Tom Petty's and other new- 
wave influenced music reminds us that 
generation gaps and youthful anxiety 
remain integral impulses in rock 'n' roll. 
So where is rock headed in the 1960s? 
Only the very daring, or very foolish, 
can offer any specific predictions. The 
forms and ideals will undoubtedly 
change as much in the next dozen years 
as in the last. But as long as rock sur- 
vives, it will mirror our hopes and fears, 
our accomplishments and failures, our 
joys and sorrows, just as it has in the 
1970s. 
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Vinyl: from the plant to the platter 
by Mike Gueulelle 
As the 70s draw to a close, the record industry is 
coming to the realization that, apart from a small hard 
core ol vinyl |unkies. the publics appetite tor the 
recorded product is satiable 
The early and middle years ot the decade found 
record companies riding a wave that had been building 
momentum since the days of the British Invasion of the 
early I960s--a wave that eventually reached a crest ot 
annual sales figures in the 10-figure bracket. 
Everybody was buying records Or so it seemed. And 
to keep the customer satisfied, interested and in- 
formed, the record companies went to considerable 
trouble and expense Dr R. Serge Denisoff. professor 
of sociology and editor of the journal, Popular Music 
and Society, cited three massive marketing campaigns 
to typify the lengths the record industry will go to 
coerce the consumer to spend his hard-earned cash on 
various discs and tapes 
In 1975. Neil Bogart and his Casablanca Records 
label sunk approximately $750,000 into a band that 
specialized in dazzling displays of pyrotechnics. 
levitation. real-life anonymmity and debatable musical 
talent. The result: the Kiss empire and all its assorted 
parapht nalia. 
Trying to recover from a cold-spell brought on by the 
inactivity of its two biggest artists. (Bob Dylan sought 
Asylum for two albums, and Barbra Streisand's 
stardom had not yet been reborn in a remake of a 1940s 
film classic). Columbia Records invested $500,000 into 
an artist who, until his third album and concurrent 
cover stories in both Time and Newsweek, had only 
been a rumor and a cult figure. In 1975, Bruce 
Springsteen was born to run. 
This year, Capitol Records sent Denisoff "a press 
package that thick (two inches judging by the distance 
between his thumb and forefinger)," on a new band 
called The Knack. The label spent around $300,000- 
$400,000 ("unheard of for a new group") in an attempt 
to make "getting The Knack" the biggest thing since 
"meeting the Beatles." It worked. 
The vehicles partially responsible for these suc- 
cesses, and others like it, have been staples of record 
promotion for years, according to William Schurk, 
head of the special materials collection and sound 
recordings archivist at the University Library. Interview 
disks, m-store appearances, posters, display racks 
geared toward a particular theme, in-house trade 
publictions, three-dimensional and animated posters 
and displays, such exotica as "things with motors 
flipping around and fans blowing" and "anything that 
would attract record buyers that is non-recorded 
product, such as paraphernalia and T-shirts," have 
traitionally been used to sell albums. 
And then there is the package design itself. "Album 
designs are less staid now. No matter how good the 
music is, the art can attract the customer," commented 
Schurk. 
Greg Halamay, manager of Finder's Records on 128 
N. Mam St., agrees. "Album sales seem to have a lot to 
do with the way an album looks," he said. 
THE VISUAL stimulation doesn't stop with the album 
cover either. "The nicest reactions from customers 
have been to the stand-ups and four by fours' (of the 
album cover artwork). They're so life-like, its a great 
form of merchandising," said Halamay. 
"The Streisand Superman stand-up had temendous 
appeal," he continued," She is hanging out a little and 
it is eyecatching." 
While the record companies tend to be extravagant in 
their album promotion devices, the retail outlets have 
also become more sophisticated in their approach to 
selling records, and themselves. 
Welcome to Peaches, the record mega-store. 
Originally based in Los Angeles, the Peaches chain has 
popularized the mega-store concept in areas of the 
country which were previously virgin to the concept of 
a record shop with a $500,000 inventory. 
Doug Wygal, store director of the Peaches on Rt. 25, 
Halt photo by Tim Carrlg 
Carol Kamody, employee of Finders, Inspects 
Styx picture disc. Consumers pay twice as much 
Perrysburg, sums up their chain's philosophy: "If it's 
still in print, we've either got it, or we'll get it for you.' 
"THERE IS a trend away from the 'mom and pop' 
stores with only a rack of records and not much in the 
way of catalogue material," said Wygal. 
The large inventory is only part of the glamour that is 
Peaches: Cheap Trick's Robin Zander and jazz 
drummer Buddy Rich are only a few of the celebrities 
whose concrete handprints greet customers ap- 
proaching the store. The interior is adorned with 
displays promoting Peaches' own line of everything 
from album crates to running shorts, as well as six- 
foot square, hand-painted reproductions of album 
covers, all set amidst a backdrop of rustic hardwoods. 
Their backrooms conceal a myriad of offices complete 
with chattering typewriters and secretaries. 
Denisoff suggests the opulence that has charac- 
terized the record industry until recently can be at- 
tributed in part to the post World War II baby boom, 
citing a coorelation between increasing sales and the 
number of consumers under the age of 25. The recent 
decline in record sales corresponds to these con- 
sumers' passage into adulthood. 
"When people marry," Denisoff said, "the 
discretionary funds start diminishing. Money is then 
spent for such necessities as rent, utilities, car 
maintainance, food and clothing costs and eventually, 
the cost of raising children." 
WE'RE NOT the only business hit hard by the 
economy," said Halamay. "Gas prices have something 
to do with it. The college student with a car a few years 
ago would usually have an extra $10 to spend on luxury 
items like records." 
The mindset of individuals in the industry seeking to 
find "the trend" or "the third coming" has had adverse 
effects on the industry also, said Denisoff, citing 
reggae, punk rock and disco as genres touted as the 
"next big thing" and not living up to expectations. 
Along with the decline of sales, another marketing 
ploy has bit the dist: the picture disc, a second cousin 
for a recording of poor quality. 
to the long standing industry novelty of records 
pressed on colored vinyl. Although the first picture 
discs, a two record set of Edgar Allan Poos' "The 
Raven" by the Philadelphia Orchestra, where in- 
troduced by RCA Victor during the lean days of 1933, 
the record industry has tried only recently to capitalize 
on "limited editions" of photos pressed in clear vinyl. 
"Vinyl junkies were buying 'limited editions' in hopes 
that they could sell them later at collector's prices," 
said Wygal, noting that recent picture discs have not 
been as rare and collectable as the record companies 
would have you believe. 
-PICTURE DISCS are the biggest farce the Industry 
has turned out in the last decade," said Halamay. 
Consumers paid twice the price for a recording of poor 
quality, he noted, and "the fact that you can find it (the 
picture disc) In any bargain or discount house made it 
unappealing to the collector." 
Slumping sales have subtle effects on the record 
industry the past year: merchandisers have been laid 
off, free promotional items and lavish Industry parties 
have been curtailed, small labels have died or been 
absorbed by the larger conglomerates and more 
stringent return policies have been introduced by 
several major distributors. 
Significantly, the Recording Industry Association of 
America has revised their auditing policies to prevent 
an album from being shipped platinum, certified, and 
then returned platinum. Many record labels have also 
dropped the last price of older catalogue merchandise 
from $7.98 and $8.98, to $5.98, creating a pricing 
structure similar to that used in the early 1900s, ac- 
cording to Schurk, and have dumped overstock LPs 
into cutout bins to spurn the quick flow of cash and to 
eliminate stockpiles created by overpressing. 
While these measures seem to be revitalizing the 
record Industry, time will only tell If they are permanent 
and beneficial steps. In the meantime, it is safe to say 
that the future direction that record merchandising will 
take is an unpredictable as nsxt week's number one 
single. 
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TV Posing questions but not holding answers 
by Rock Ros* 
Is It futile to ask a decade (or answers 
when It hasn't yet had a chance to catch 
Its breath? Would any attempt at placing 
a definitive label on the nature of televi- 
sion during the past decade thus be 
pretentious? Does TV in the '70s for the 
present not hold any answers but pose 
numerous question? 
Have you ever wondered what TV 
stands for? Should we choose 
automatically the simplest of alter- 
natives? Does Occam's Razor apply in 
this instance? Or should we be Freudians 
to the last? Is Aaron Spelling correct 
when he suggests titilating yet virtuous? 
Should we worry about T&V taking over 
TA? Is TV a misspelled tuberculosis? Are 
the boat people particularly susceptible? 
Is It exportable? Reportable? Depot- 
table? 
It TV a tit for a TAT? Or a tit for no 
reason in particular? Is a Lear in order? 
Is the boob tube an apt description? Who 
is the boob? Or is there more than one? 
Is there a conspiracy with intent to com- 
mit boobery? 
WHEN NBC proclaims Itself "proud as 
a peacock" does it mean that qualitively 
or quantitatively? Can a peacock be pro- 
ud? On what basis are peacocks judged? 
Why were their ratings so low the last 10 
years? Could their colors be a distraction 
to the judges? Do peacocks have a pro- 
blem of style? Could that hurt them in 
their run for the Presidency? What can 
peacocks learn from Jimmy Carter? 
Is Toledo Blade entertainment editor 
Norman Dresser correct when he says TV 
fare Is mostly trash? And if so, out of 
whose ass is all this trash coming from? 
Is there too much roughage? Is the trash 
biodegradable? Can it be recycled? Are 
videocassette recorders trash compac- 
tors? Does your husband care about 
bathroom tissue? And most importantly, 
what is the other opening? 
.ill the one to what? Was ABC ever 
the one? Should we be thankful they're 
the one and only? Is Three's Company a 
gradual attempt to prepare us for the 
rigors of overpopulation? Is eight 
enough? And If so, then why 10? Is it true 
Charlie's Angels is based on the movie 
Where Angels Go. Trouble Follows"! What 
place did Hayley Mills finish in at the Pat- 
ty Hearst look-alike contest? Were there 
ever Happy Days? And If so, In which par- 
ticular bomb shelter did they reside? How 
many inches of steel did they wield? And 
where have they gone? 
WHY DO we never see the envelopes 
for the letters from a Mr. Richard T. Fader 
from Ft. Lee, N.J? Is a Mr. Richard T. 
Fader from Ft. Lee, N.J., Freddy Silverman 
in disguise? Why did Roseanne 
Rosanadana refuse to read one of Mr. 
Richard T. Fader from Ft. Lee. N.J.'s let- 
ters? What did Mr. Richard T. Fader from 
Ft. Lee, N.J. ask? Is the next paragraph 
an authentic Mr. Richard T. Fader from Ft. 
Lee, N.J. text? 
Dear Roseanne Rosanadana: Why is 
my grandma who lives in Dallas not on 
Dallas? Does Dallas really exist? Do Real 
People come from Dallas? If they are real- 
ly real why have I never met one of the 
Real People? Is it true they're born and 
bred at Allen Funt's studio? Is Erich 
Segal one of the Real People? How did 
Erich Segal know he was an imposter? 
Did Carl Wallenda dent the taxi? Is it true 
Ella Fitzgerald is dead? How is Memorex 
keeping her alive? Does Memorex 
manufacture video-cassette tapes, too? 
Do Memorex commercials on Saturday 
Night Live mean anything? Is Saturday 
Night Live live or Memorex? 
ARE WE indeed looking good? What is 
it about cows that causes them to prefer 
CBS over the other networks? Or is it 
something about CBS that should tip us 
off? Why is there no cow manure in the 
barn? And even if there was, could we 
smell it? Are we the Wicked Queen and 
TV the mirror? Why does our mirror lie? 
Do present day Diogenes' carry about por 
table TV's as they search for an honest 
person? What effect does the blue light 
have on their ability to see? Should it be 
surprising that they haven't been able to 
find anyone? And if they do find an 
honest person what will we call his or her 
talk show? Truth or Reward' Looking 
good to whom? Will flattery get CBS 
everywhere? 
Has cablevision destroyed the phallic 
symbolism of the TV? Will "I have a 12 
inch Sony" go out of vogue as completely 
as Alias Smith ana Jones ? Will we cease 
to abuse our television antennas? How 
many TVs does it take to screw in a light 
bulb'' What shape would the TV be if it 
had been invented by a woman? Who will 
star in the upcoming hit movie about an 
Oedipus complex, 'My Mother the TV", a 
Zenith or a Quasar? Will it play primarily 
at drive-ins? Will justice for once prove to 
be poetic? 
SUMMER JOBS ARE AVAILABLE 
This summer how would you like to either work for the National Park Service 
or the Forest Service? 
The National Park Service alone encompasses 287 areas in the United States. 
Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands. 
Having worked for the Forest Service for three years, 1 know that the summer 
jobs available are ideal for a college student. Not only does the season coincide 
with summer vacation, but college education counts as work experience. 
Some of the |obs available include: 
* Seasonal Park Ranger 
* Forestry Technician 
* Engineering Draftsman 
* Fire Fighting 
* Surveying Technician 
Seasonal Park Aid 
Seasonal Skilled Trades and Crafts 
Forestry Aid 
Engineering Technician 
Equipment Operators 
Smoke Jumping * Seasonal Environmental Scientist 
Many other K>bs are also included in the book including those with ihe 
National Park Concessioners. 
To get these jobs you must know how and when to apply lor them I've 
compiled a job hunters guidebook that tells you all the qualifications, necessary 
addresses and forms you will need to get the job you want Also included is the 
current salary information for the summer of 1980 
Don't cheat yourself out ol this opportunity Applicaiionslor thest-jobsmusi 
be in by January 15. II you act now. I'll send you. at no additional cost. job 
information on Federal overseas tobs. 
EXTRA FREE BONUS 
If you order right away, you'll get a Iree copy of "Federal Job* Oversea*' 
1 understand that if after 30 days I am not completely salisfied, 1 can return this 
book for a full and immediate refund. 
1 enclose $4 95 ($3.95 ♦ $1.00 shipping and handling) cash, check or money 
order for each copy of "Summer Job* with Ihe National Park Service 
and Forest Service" 
Make checks payable 
and mail to: 
PHOENIX 
RESEARCH 
SERVICES 
Dept      88 
Route 1   Box 177 
Twisp. WA 98856 
Name (print) 
Address  
City   - 
Stale. __Z,p_ 
Merry Christmas Sale 
just  In  time  for  gifl giving 
Blazers 
wool  blsnd-iolid  colors 
R*g.  6500 
$49.99 
FRI.-SAT.  ONLY 
-^- Leather Bags 
* by   Stone   Mountain 
40% off 
-^-Corduroy Pants 
ENTIRE  STOCK 
20% off 
FRI.-SAT.  ONLY 
+ 
Skirts 
wool   blends-corduroy 
knit-polyester 
Vi off 
Hat/scarf set 
Reg.   14.00 
$9" 
-*- Sweaters 
Now 
40% - 50% off 
OPEN   EVERY   EVENING    TILL   9:00   P.M. 
(except  Sunday) 
The Powder Puff 
525 Ridge St. 
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Black Christmas struggles horribly as thriller 
by F.L. Catollo 
II musl l»e tough lo be an actor Work 
is sometimes hard to Imd. and there ate 
times when anv |Ob is welcome A group 
ol 'i spectable and 'airly well-known 
a tone ot whom has since become a 
maioi stan must have been pretty hard up 
in 1974 only pressing economic 
necessity could have spurred their ap- 
peaiancein   Black Christmas." 
This weekend s midnight feature in the 
UAO Campus Film series. Black 
Christmas is a suspense, thriller horror 
story that is neither suspenselul nor 
thrilling, but is rather horrible. It is a tale 
ot a crazed killer running amok among 
the women ot a sorority house in a small- 
town college The murders are gruesome, 
but students of the Night of the Living 
Dead school of blood and gore will be 
disappointed, there are no scenes of 
graphic violence and mutilation 
THE   SORORITY   MEMBERS,  are  the 
killers prime targets, perhaps because 
they are such an amazing collection of 
campus stereotypes Because the good 
die young, it is not surprising that the 
victim is Clar-> (Lynne Griffin), mocked as 
the house's "professional virgin'' by the 
tough-talking, hard-drinking, cynlcal-on- 
the-outside-yet-vulnerable-on-the-inside 
Barb (Margot Kidder) Yes. it's that 
Margot Kidder. lately of "Superman", 
times must have been real tough for her a 
tew years ago 
The most baffling character is the 
movie's heroine. Jess (Olivia Hussey): 
How did this extraordinary dense 
lamebrain make it to college in the first 
place? She is entirely out of place with 
her annoying British accent and her 
continental manner-what's she doing in 
a small American town and a catty 
sorority? 
HUSSEYS PERFORMANCE is so 
wooden that it seriously undermines the 
film's already tenous credibility; it is all 
the more disappointing when one 
remembers the potential apparent in her 
first major role in Franco Zefflrelli's 1968 
production of "Romeo and Juliet 
The males lare no better in "Black 
Christmas". Jess's boyfriend is the 
brilliant-but-high-strung pianist. Peter 
(Keir Dulleal In one hilarious scene, he 
attempts to trash a Steinway grand piano 
after flubbing an important recital. 
Dullea's struggle with a heavy 
microphone stand as he tries to demolish 
the piano (he can't even finish the job) is 
painfully embarassing. he must have 
been incredibly desparate to take this 
thankless role. 
The unseen killer is a walking -atalog 
of hollywood's cliches of villains. When 
the scene is filmed from his perspective, 
a wide-angle lens is used to distort the 
image We see his hands and eyes and 
hear his heavy breathing, but not one of 
the college-educated women in the 
house is aware of this intruder in their 
midst until it is loo late. 
THE CALLING card for his crimes is an 
obscene phone call after each murder, 
invariably answered by Jess. Because 
she is too dumb to hang up immediately, 
we are treated to several of the mur- 
derer's tirades. His most impressive 
power is his ability to make animal 
sounds, mimic several human voices and 
talk backwards all at the same time. It's 
as if he had seen a certain hit movie of 
1974 about demonic possession and had 
appropriated the devil's (or is it the sound 
technician's?) own tricks for himself. 
There is no real mystery in "Black 
Christmas"; the clue to the riddle of the 
killer's identity is in the color of the eyes, 
and is rather obvious a) that. What is 
truly mystifying, though, is the presence 
of all the older people at the school. Who 
can believe Olivia Hussey. Keir Dullea or 
Margot Kedder (in particular) as college 
students? But this anomaly is un- 
derstandable when we consider that 
actors have to eat. too. It's a dirty job, 
but sometimes they've got to do it. 
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BUY HIM A 
SNOWBLOWER 
FOR 
CHRISTMAS! 
BOOK'S BIKE SHOP! 
102 W. POE 
# 
* 
* 
* 
BG 
353-8323 
Tuna (lie i t before finals 
And Christmas break was near. 
All the CHI-O hooters were 
Anxious for holiday cheer. 
They studkedfrom morning 
til the stars shined bright. 
Just wasting for Santa 
TofW their stockings just right. 
So, our CHI-O Christmas wish 
For you at is so dmar. 
Oo good on your fmsts 
And YOUR I 
ITS TIME FOR. 
MR. BILL 
T-SHIRTS 
MAKE GREAT 
X-MAS GIFTS 
ONLY $4.00 at D.J.'S SHOP I 
Dorothy Joyce, mt"" 
Owner ■"■» ,c 
l>\\ KM.HMW. 
rnotMX 
MCfcfjjMQ 
<*ow>  IH»lWfnH"*n 
WitCupgOnTMMoon   Long**   »**• f hm I 
MAY WE SUGGEST 
GIFT CERTIFICATES! 
<SM4    roR*<b*<({ «".-■» —in t 
-<l<on Ol 1cn bi.ll'i"!  n** v>n%* 
HI   "ttioilv     "•*,   •*'■>   opturr 
I *r>«1,0"l lh«   hrti   t»ii* J.0W«d 
0) 
> 
f- 
m 
DAN 
FOGLEBERG 
only... $4.96 
BEST 
SELECTION 
LOWEST PRICES 
Bentley's Saloon at The Holiday Inn 
proudly presents . . . 
Gorman & Yackley 
EVERY THURSDAY 
THRU SATURDAY, 
9P.M.-1 A.M. 
<M£T 
HAPPY HOURS 4 7 MON ■ -«!. J 
or iomiNGG»itN 
I 550 1   WMIW fc1-l.c9O.Mr. 
Ph   35: 511 I 
$• Start Someone in a & 
% New Hobby this Christmas^ 
WICK THAT'S HOBBIES M£ *r. 
TONORMW'S NEIILOOMS"   *£ 
Something tor everyone 
109 S. Main $? 
CASEY'S 
ORIGINAL 
HAMBURGERS 
1025 N. MAIN 
**
m
"" "** ■** s ""**v 
/%Buf2#\ /4BUYlf\ 
,'      SINGLES!'  \ /-7fflSH-FIL-.A.:    t 
l   GET 1 FREE \   $** 1 ««£ 
v y M 
ALL COUPONS EXPIRE 
DEC. 21,1979 
.-,;, '•■•?•■■■.•■■; ■■ ■ •:•-'■. ■>/,••.'••. v. "■.'•■■.:'•-■ •'—..■...,...,.....•..   . ■.•,•.■■.■;-.•.■,•.'"/.• 
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Big bucks 
up front: 
It's time 
for Yuletide 
films 
by Kevin Settlage 
During Ihe Christmas season, more money is laid on the 
line by Ihe film industry than at any other time ol the year. 
Scheduled lor release in New York City and Los Angeles 
on Dec. 7 is Paramount's long-awaited version ot Gene 
Roddenberry's "Star Trek -- The Motion Picture " 
Hallway through Star Trek's production, Paramount lired 
the special etlects director and hired Douglas Trumbell, the 
genius behind the visual eltects in "2001: A Space Odyssey 
and "Close Encounters of the Third Kind. 
Paramount has spared no expense to please the 10 million 
Trek fans and draw the general public into the theaters over 
Christmas. 
With Roben Wise, "West Side Story," " The Sound of 
Music," directing, the entire crew from the popular TV series 
has been reassembled with William Shatner as Captain Kirk 
and Leonard Nimoyas Dr. Spock. 
Walt Disney Productions is banking $20 million on another 
sci-fi effort, its first "in-studio" PG film, "The Black Hole." 
This space adventure is costing Disney twice as much as 
"Pete's Dragon," which had been its most expensive film. 
THE GIGANTIC space vessels and robot friends in "The 
Black Hole" are mastered by longtime Disney special effects 
wizard Peter Ellenshaw. Ellenshaw directed the animation 
for "Mary Poppins" and the effects in "2.000 Leagues Under 
the Sea.' 
Comedy is always a promising Christmas commodity, and 
this season offers several potential hits. 
Steve Martin stars with Bernadette Peters in his first major 
film role in "The Jerk." 
"The Jerk" is scheduled to open Dec. 14 and television 
audiences are enticed by commercials declaring: There has 
been "The Vamp," there has been "The Champ," and now 
there is "The Jerk." 
Steven Spielberg of "Jaws" and "Close Encounters" fame 
has finished his big-budget epic comedy, "1941". The film 
stars John Belushi and Dan Akroyd and is set for a Dec. 14 
release. "1941" deals with the expected and awaited bom- 
bing of Los Angeles after the Japanese attack on Pearl 
IWlMt  
Due to excessive production costs and Spielberg's lavish 
direction, Universal Studios brought in Columbia to help 
foot the estimated $40 million cost Snags have delayed the 
final product to the point that Belushi was brought back to 
the studio just four weeks ago to re-shoot the final scene-a 
shot of Belushi from the neck up as he utters one single line. 
Warner Brothers' Christmas release should be a strong 
contender in the comedy-drama department. "Going In 
Style" with Art Carney, George Burns and Lee Strasberg 
involves three old pensioners who decide they aren't ready 
for the pasture and start robbing banks. 
DIRECTING HIS first film since "Cabaret," Bob Fosse 
presents "All That Jazz" for the public's musical drama 
enioyment over the holidays. Fosse ran production of Ml 
That Jazz" lar over schedule and over budget, which 
prompted Columbia to bring in 20th Century-Fox as a co- 
distributor 
Fosse had enough clout to continue this musical-dance 
extravaganza despite pending threats from Columbia to shut 
down the production. 
Fosse claims the film is not autobiographical, but apart 
from the ending. Fosse's life parallels that of the main 
character. "All That Jazz" is the tale ol choreographer Joe 
Gideon (played by Roy Scheider), who works himself up 
through the ranks of stage and lilm. has several heart attacks 
and dies. 
AFTER A long dry spell, Robert Redford is back on the 
silver screen, this time in his third film with Academy Award 
winner Jane Fonda. 
Fonda plays a reporter and Redford is a rodeo champ in 
"The Electric Horseman" which Fonda says is the story ol 
the exploitation of a human by commercialism. The plot 
emphasizes the make 'em or break em power of the media. 
Possibly the most powerful drama this Christmas is 
"Kramer vs. Kramer." A child custody fight between Dustin 
Hoffman and Meryl Streep sets the groundwork for the tense 
interactions. 
"Kramer vs. Kramer'" showcases quality in every aspect of 
film production. The direction, the screenplay and the acting 
are all top quality. "Time" magazine thought so too. when it 
ran eight pages about the film in its Dec. 3 issue  
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Just Perfect for... 
• Those friends of wine 
• Coffee & tea drinkers 
• Fancy food explorers 
• Cheese enthusiasts 
Very useful 
at both 
locations. 
DELIA WINE SHOP 
1M0YMAINST. 
NCXT TO THE STATE UQUOfl STORE 
MON  SAT  11 to 1 • XI 8«4 
-  *************************************** 
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cNatutt 
cflatuieScen, 
cJVature Scents 
X 
Discover 
J i tt*r brtng loriplv to /</»-' 
c/totute Scents 
Nature Scents 
BATH SOAPS 
Wonderfully seemed bath-size 
bars of soap from Jergens 
HOUSEHOLD 
PAPER GOODS 
Jumbo RoH 
Paper Towels 
140 Count 
Family Napkins 
200 Count 
^Tissues 
4 Pah Hi-Dn 
Bath Tissue 
7-oz. Family Size 
CREST TOOTHPASTE 
Reg. $1.28 
Now Just 
4T   *&» J   Jea 
BEN * FRAIM KLIIM 
154 S. Main  Bowling Gr««n    Hrs. 9-9 Mon.-Sat. 
12-5 Sun. 
master charge 
Paid 
Editorial positions for the DG News Revue 
available for Winter Quarter. 
Apply in the BG News Office 
106 University Hall.   Deadline is 5 p.m. Friday. 
Extra 
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Burned out Beatle 
Former Beetle Ringo Starr has been burned out of a 
Hollywood Hills house he was leasing. The fire, which 
was fought by six fire companies and 24 fire-fighters, 
extensively damaged the house. 
Los Angeles Fire Department spokesman Sanford 
Far said he didn't know whether Starr was in the house 
when the fire began Wednesday afternoon. 
-Associated Press 
Ragging Ramone 
"Rock 'n' roll is dying 'cos the media are trying to kill 
it as they've always done since the days of Elvis and 
Gene Vincent." asserts Joey Ramon*, lead singer of 
the popular new wave group, th* Ramon**. 
Ramone maintains that "the media are spreading 
propaganda about how youth listening to this music 
are having their minds poisoned and are bein' turned 
into habitual sex-crazed, hard-core, trisexual, min- 
dless, pill-popping, pot-smoking, dropout mass 
murderers, which we all know is bullshit...Rock 'n' roll 
is for rebels and outcasts. Rock music was not meant 
for your parents' pleasure." 
Ramone thinks that Lad Zepplln. Deep Purple. Toto, 
Foreigner and Van Halen all sound alike and that Billy 
Joel's sound is a clone of Elton John's. "No way is that 
rock 'n' roll," he asserts. 
-High Times 
Dotes 
The UAO Campus Film 
this weekend at 7 : 30 p.m 
and 9 30 p.m today and 
tomorrow is Neil Simon's 
California Sulla. Tha 
sophisticated comedy. 
centering around exploits 
•n a stylish hotel, stars 
Alan Alda. Jane Fonda and 
Academy Award winning 
Maggie Smith The film 
will be shown in the Main 
Auditorium. University 
H.Hi and will cost Si with 
university ID 
This   weekend's    Joe   E. 
Brown Production    s   ?h» 
Shadow Box.The pn. will 
be    presented    at    8    p m 
today a"d        *omorrow 
in the Joe E Brown 
Theatre. University Hall 
Admission is 50 cents and 
the play is open to ail 
Black Christmas, the 
holiday movie everyone's 
been waiting for, will be the 
Midnight movie today and 
tomorrow. It will be shown 
in the Ma"1 Auditorium, 
Universily " II, and ad 
mission will be SI with 
Universily 10. 
The Faculty Art 
Exhibition will take place 
Irom 7 5 p.m. tomorrow 
and Sunday In the Gallery 
o* the Fine Aris Building. 
The School ol Art faculty's 
own artwork will be on 
display. The event is free 
and open to all. 
The Collegiate Chorale 
and Chamber Orchestra 
will be performing Han 
del's Messiah in a special 
student show Sunday at 2 
p.m. and a regular per 
formance at 4 p.m. Both 
performances will be In the 
Kobacker Performance 
Hall. Musical Arts Center. 
Student admission to both 
shows is SI. and adult 
admission it S3. Tickets art? 
available from Chorale 
members or at th* door. 
The Stadium Cinemas I 
and H in the Stadium 
Shopping Center will be 
featuring   the  Who  in    The 
Kids Are All Highland to 
starting this weekend. 
Special Midnight Oouble 
Feature        today and 
Saturday    will     be      The 
Warriors and Cheech and 
Chong's Up in Smoke. 
Special student prices are 
•n effect Tuesday and 
Thursday nights for 
students with IDs 
The Cla Zel Theater on 
Mam Street is featuring 
Burt Reynolds and Jilt 
Clayburgh in Starting 
Over. 
Kiss and the Rocketswill 
be in concert Oec. 16 at the 
Toledo Sports Arena. 
Tickets ere 19 and Mrt 
available at all the regular 
Ticketron outlets. Also on 
Oec. 16. WiOT's Toys far 
Tetsconcert featuring the 
Snooze Blues Band and 
Kilty Hawk will take place 
in the Multi Purpose Room 
at the University of Toledo. 
Admission to this show will 
be Si or a toy. 
Todd Rundgren and Rick 
Derringer will be in con- 
cert Oec. 31 and Jan. 1 at 
Ihe Richfield Coliseum 
near Cleveland The Dec. 
31 performance has 
already been sold out. Also 
at the Coliseum will be the 
Charlie Daniels Band, the 
New Riders of the Purple 
Sage and tha Rockets; all 
performing Doc. 21- 
Todd Rundgren will be 
performing at the Center 
Stag* in Detroit Oec. 7. 
Also at the Center Stage 
Oac. 12, will be Molly 
Hatchet. 
The Who and Biackfoot 
will be in concert today at 
.he Pontlac Minidome The 
show will start at 7:30p.m 
